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Abstract

Three legally designated groundwater basins in Colorado have been
studied to determine the magnitude of groundwater fl~x into or out of
the underlying bedrock. A numerical model based on Dar~y's Law and the
mass continuity equation was employed to describe the flow of ground
water within each basin. The model was applied to the analysis of
interbasin groundwater flow by assuming that no leakage occurs at the
base of the alluvial aquifer. Where leakage does occur, the model
produces anomalous results in the form of erroneous water level elevations
The magnitude of the anomalies is used to calculate the rate of the
interbasin groundwater flux.

The model studies revealed the following interbasin groundwater
fluxes:

1. Loss from Black Squirrel Basin is approximately
5,350 acre-feet/year.

2. Loss from High Plains Basin is approximately
75,000 acre-feet/year.

3. Gain to Kiowa-Bijou Basin is approximately
19,000 acre-feet/year.

Data requirements for the application of the model to groundwater
basin are presented and pro~edures for qualitative evaluation of inter
basin groundwater flux are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing demands on Colorado's ground ,,,ater resources have

brought parallel increases in problens of ground ''later manage;';\ent. To

alleviate some of these management problens, Colorado legislators passed

the Colorado Ground Water Management Act of 1965. This Act provides

for the establishment of "Designated" Ground Water Basins in the state

so that equitable water management policies can be formulated within

ectch basin. For a basin to become "Designated". information must be

assembled on the geographic boundaries of the basin, the size, shape and

water-storing characteristics of all aquifers within the basin, the

annual recharge to these aquifers, and the present and projected with

drawals from these aquifers.

Fundamental to the concept of a Designated Sround Water Basin is

the isolation of water. That is, a minimum of surface and/or ground

water should flow from one basin to another. Where basin boundaries

can be established such that water transfer is minimized or accounted

for, it is feasible to determine the availability of water in the basin

and to develop appropriate management policies.

Six Designated Ground Wat~r Basins have been established in Colorado

since 1965 under the provisions of the Ground Nater Hanagement Act.

Three of these basins, h~wever, have geologic and hydraulic character

istics which may partially invalidate the purpose of the ground ''later

management act. This report indicates that appreciable volumes of water

may pass through the contact between the alluvial aquifers and the

supposedly impermeable bedrock in the High Plains, Kiowa-Bijou, and

Black Squirrel Designated Basins of Colorado. The locations of these

Colorado Basins are given in Figure 1.
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•
Definition of aquifers in a ·basin is usually in terms of the econ

omic feasibility of ground water extraction. That is, the proposed use

of the water nay detennine what is to be called an aquifer. In the

designated Basins of Colorado, the principle uses of ground water are

irrigation and municipal. Thus, a geologic formation in these basins

which delivers only ·50-100 gpm to a well may not be classified as an

aquifer. Such a fqrmation, then, would not receive ?articular scrutiny

during the data collection or evaluation processes that are required

in the lldesignation" of a ground \oJater basin. "Bedrock" formations,

because of relatively low permeability as compared to alluvial formation,

are usually considered to be impermeable.

Although so~e bedrock fonnations may not qualify as aquifers in the

sense of economic well operation, these formations may transmit apprec

iable volumes of w~ter into or out of a designated basin or resource

area. Hence, the assumption that "bedrock" in a designated basin can

be considered as an impermeable boundary may not be valid.

To test the validity of this assumption, a regional view of geologic,

topographic and hydrologic conditions must be brought into focus. Slow

seepage of ground water through the relatively low permeability bedrock

miY be unimportant locally, but the aggregate effect of this seepage

into or out of the basin as a whole may need to be taken into consider

ation when, for exa~ple, management policies are to be projected for

several decades.

The mechanism of regional groundwater flow involves both the geo

logic framework and the hydraulic conditions which are superimpc~ed C~

this framework. It is essential, therefore. that evaluation of regional

groundwater moveMent be approached in an interdisciplinary nanner.
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Neither geology nor engineering sciences alone could adequately describe

or evaluate the complex process of regional ground\\'ater iilovement through

the geologic framework.

,Objectives of the Study

1. Dete~ine the magnitude of water flux into or out of bedrock in

three designated ground water basins in Colorado: Kiowa-Bijou

Basin, High Plains Basin J and Black Squirrel Basin.

The determinations are to be based primarily on existing geo

logic, hydrologic, and topographic data. Where existing data are

inadequate, supplemental field observations will be made. Implicit

in this objective is the desire to show whether or not meaningful
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levels of investigation, whether qualitative/reconnaissance or

quantitative/detailed need to be founded on the basic principles

and la\'1s which describe groundtV'ater motion.

Reports Available

A list of reports, theses and publications resulting from this

work as of 1972 is given below. One additional dissertation will be

available by December 1972. It is anticipated that additional publications

will be made available in the future. Several portions of this comple-

tion report a~d figures are reprouuced from the reports listed belotV'.

The authors wish at this time to acknowledge the work of Bibby, Geoke.

Scroggs, Spane ~nd Sa?ik.

Bibby. R., 1969; Flow Between the Confined Aquifer of the Fox Hills
Sandstone and the Alluvial Aquifer in the North Kiowa-Bijou District.
Colorado; H. S. Thesis, Department of Civil Engineering. Colorado'
State University.

Bibby, R., 1971; Statistical Error Analysi~ of Ground Water Systems,
Ph. D. Dissertation, Colorado State University.

Bibby, R. and D. K. Sunada, 1971; Mathematical Model of a Leaky Aquifer,
Journal of Irrigation and Drainage, ASCE, Vol: 97. No. IR3.

Bibby, R. and D. K. Sunada, 1971; Statistical Error Analysis of a
Numerical ~fudel of Confined Ground Water Flow, International
Symposium on Stochastic HydraUlics, Pittsburgh.

Geoke, J. \\'., 1970; The Hydrogeology of the Black Squirrel Creek Basin,
EI Paso County, Colorado; ~1. S. Thesis, Department of Geology,
Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colorado.

Scroggs, D. L., 1971; Bedrock Stratigraphy in Black'Squirrel Creek Basin.
EI Paso County, Colorado; M. S. Thesis. Department of Geology,
Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colorado.
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I I. DESCRIPTION OF ;...lATHEHATICAL MODEL

Procedure

Many techniques are presently available for describing ground water

flow in aquifers. Of these the numerical models are best suited for

. analysis of basin wide ground water flow because of their flexibility

and speed of analysis.

The mathenatical model used in this study was developed by the

faculty and graduate students of the Ground Water Section, Civil Engin

eering Department, Colorado State University. Dr. H. K. van Poolen of

~~rathon Oil Company and Dr. E. A. Breitenbach, Associate Professor of

Civil Engineering, Colorado State University assisted in the develop

ment of the mathematical model.

Eshett and Longenbaugh (1965) present the partial differential

equ~tion for transient, saturated ground water flow in its implicit

central finite difference form. They describe two methods of solution

of this equation, including the Gauss Elimination technique which is

used in the model. They also outline some modeling procedures. In a

later paper, Longenbaugh (1967) describes using the model to simulate

part of the Arkansas River aquifer of Colorado.

Bittinger et al. (1967) describe much the same infonnation as Eshett

and Longenbaugh and also discuss the use of the model in management

decisions.

Description of the ~1athematical Model

The non-linear partial differential equation describing transient,

two-dimensional flow in a saturated porous medium may be derived from
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the mass continuity equation and DRrcy's Law and written:

a (K h ali) A a (K I A aB) A = Q + SAX A y ~ Itlax' x· • /:). y ax uX + ay y • 1· uX ay LlY - U U 0

where,

K = hydraulic condictivity. (LIT)

h = saturated thickness of aquifer. (L)

H = water table elevation above a datum. (L)

S = storage coefficient (dimensionless).

Q = net groundwater withdrawal. (L 3/T)

x,y = space dimensions. (L)

t = time dimension. (T)

(1)

Being non-linear, equation (1) cannot be solved analytically and

numerical techniques must be applied. To obtain a numerical model,

equation (1) is written in finite difference form for a particular geo-

netrie grid system. Two prominant grid systems are the rectangularly

shaped grids and the polygon shaped grids. The advantages and disadvant-

ages to each grid system is discussed in a Texas Technical University

report (1970). The selection of a particular grid system is basically

a matter of preference and in this study a rectangular grid system is

selected.

Using an implicit, central finite difference form for a rectangular

grid system, equation (1) becomes,

(2)
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where,
2K.. eK.. 1e~y.. e~y.. I eh .. 1/2

A = -:-__1:-:,J::..--_l_,~J,-- I...:,...::.Jooo:---_l~'..:;.J_---:-:_l.:.., a:;..J_-~__
f::,y. • e K. . ~X. . 1 + !1y. . 1- K. . 1 OX. .

I,J I,J I,J- I,J- 1,J- 1,)

2K.. -K.. I-f::,y· ~-/::'y.. I-h .. 1/'
B =~__l~,)""-_I.....,;...:J'-+:--__I...:,..::.J__1..:.,,,J_+_~1.:.., .;...'+--.;_-__

~X•• eK.. l-/::'v.. 1 + ~x .. l eK.. -~y..
I,J I,J+ ~ I,J+ I,J+ I,J I,)

c =

D =

E =

2K.. eK. I . e~x.. -/::'x. 1 . eh. 1/2 .
I,J- 1- ,J I,J 1- ,J 1- ,J

~y . . e K. 1 . e /::'x. 1 . + !1 Y· 1 . - K.. . - /::,X • •
I,J 1-,J 1-,J 1-,J I,J 1,)

2K. .• K. 1 . - /::'x . .• ~x. 1 . e h. 1/2 .
I,J 1+ ,J I,) 1+ ,J 1+ ,J

/).v. . - K. 1 .• /::'X . 1 . + 0V·I· - K. . - /::'x • .
~ I,J 1+,J l+,J . 1+,J I,J I,J

s. .·!1x . .·!1V. .
I,J I,J ~ I,J

/::,t

The term· (h i ,j-l/2) in the coefficient A and its counterpart in

each of the other coefficients is the effective saturated thickness be-

tween the griJs eh. . 1) and
1,)-

(h. .).
I,J

It is computed from:

hi ,j-l/2 = Max (H. .,H. . 1) - Max (2. .,2. . 1)
I,J I,J- I,J I,J-

where 2 = bedrock elevation above a datum.

The i,j notation (see figure 2) refers to the grid point for

which a particular equation is written and the superscripts represent

the time level of computation.

The coefficients A, B , C ,Dare held constant,' for each time

increment, at the value they have at the beginning of the increment.

This approxiMation effectively linearizes the difference equation. The

ground water withdrawal, Q, is held constant throughout each increment

at the value it has at the middle of the increment.
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Figure 2. Finite difference grid and its physical significa~ce.
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Equation (2) is written" for each grid for a particular time step

and the entire system of equations thus obtained is solved simultaneously.

The solution will be the predicted value of H, the water table elevation,

for the end of the time step. This predicted value will be used as the

initial value for the next time step and the entire process repeated.

The method of solution used in this program was Gauss Elimination, in

which slight procedural modifications were made to conserve computer

time and ~pace (see Eshett and Longenbaugh). A flow chart for the com

puter program is given in figure 3.

General Requirements of Model to Study Leaky Aquifer Conditions

To apply the model to the alluvial aquifer, the following data must

be defined for each grid;

(i) the mean value of head at the start of the period of study,

(ii) the mean values of bedrock elevation, permeability and

storage coefficient, (assumed to be constant throughout

the study period) and

(iii) the mean value of discharge for each time increment.

The technique developed for studying the leaky aquifer problem re

quires that the water table elevation be known at a time later than that

used in (i) above. A comparis~n can then be made between the head pre

dieted by the model for this later time and the known head. These

pre?icted values were then compared to the ·known water table elevations.

Assuming that the model and the input data are accurate, a discrepancy,

occurring between the known and predicted water table elevations, indic

ates that some hydrologic factor influencing the flow of water in the

alluvial aquifer has not been taken into account in the model. If the
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SPECIFY: READ: 1

NWIBER OF ROI~S IN GRID t\ETl':ORK PLr.-tP IXG VOLUME FOR YEAR (RPUM)
NIDIBER OF COLU~INS I:'; GR ID ~ET\\ORK - rREClrIT:\TIO~ \'OLL~~E FOR YEAR (PPT)
TOTAL THIE OF STIJDY PERIOD (ST) DISTRlmrrIO~ OF rol~1PI~G (YPH)
BO~DARY GR~IE~rS DISTRIB1JTIO~, OF PRECJrIT:\TIO~ (ypT)
GRID DIMH1SIOXS ICOEFFICIEhl'S OF PRr:CIpIT"\TIO~ .4..\1l PilllPING

\~RJTE: prT, RPIN, VPM, ,"pT

JREAD: Z, ~, K, t..t, II (INITIAL HE:\O)
CALL QFIX..

l\RITE: ALL INITIAL DATA
CO~·IPlITES Q FOR EACIf GIU 0

I
CmIPUTl: II IN EACH. CALL STORAG
BOU~DARY GRID

COMPUTES STORAGE J~ AQUIFER j
CALL MArSOL

I LOOPUL = ST/t~t I
CO~tpUTES VALUES OF J·L\TRIX ELE~'E~'TS

I
~Do 1 I = 1. LoorUL I CALL BSOLVc

SOLVE o~~TRIX EQUATION

I Il = 1 I I12 = 360/6t CALL BYFLOl~

.r~
CO~·fPUTES FLo\'; THROUGH BOll~DARIES,

11=11-12 YES Il.GT.J2
CALL STORAG

NO
,

CALL OOFLOD

if
CHECKS FOR DRY OR FLOODED GRIDS

1 II. EQ.l
YES 01

CALL BALCOP

l\O CO~fPt1TES ~t\SS B:\LA~CE,
~\'Rll'E

\~ATER TARLE n.EV'\TIO~

Aim DRA\\'l)OW~ ~tAPS

~
I ESD 1

Figure 3. Flow chart.
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predicted water table elevations are lower than the known value, then

water must be entering the aquifer from a source not considered in the

model. Conversely, if the predicted elevations are higher, then there

is a loss of water from the aquifer. In this study, if discrepancies

occurred in the region of contact between the alluvial and leaky bedrock

aquifers, and no other physical influence, hydrologic or geologic, could

be found to explain the discrepancy, 'it was concluded that the discrep-

ancy was caused by flow between the two aquifers. Using the foregoing

arguments it was possible to determine the direction and volume of flow.

The two assumptions made in the above argument were that the model

and input data were accurate. The performance of the numerical model

was checked with results obtained from a porous media model in the lab-

oratory (Stettner, 1968). Based on these 'reSUlts, it was considered,

with a high level of confidence, that the model ~as accurately solving

equation (1).

The input data, especially on permeability and specific yield, were

of dubious accuracy. Also, in this study the input data included esti-

mates of evapotranspiration losses, where the water table was at or near

the land surface, and of rates of infiltration from highly permeable

sand dune areas adjacent to the saturated alluvium. These estimates

were necessarily subject to large errors. However, in areas away from

the contact between the two aquifers, the predicted values of water table

elevations were within two feet of the knolvn values. This indicated

that, overall, the data used were of acceptable accuracy. However, to

be certain that the discrepancies which did occur were not due to inac-

urate data, the values of transmissability and storage coefficient were

adjusted so that the discrepancies were eliminated. To do this, totally
~
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unrealistic data had to be used, indicating that the discrepancy was

due primarily to a physical influence and not to inaccuracies in data.

To further define data requirements for the deterministic model,

a ~Ionte Carlo simulation technique was used. This procedure is described

in Section III of this report.

The numerical model was applied to the Kiowa-Bijou, Black Squirrel

and lligh Plains Designated Groundwater Basins. The description of the

application and results obtained are presented in Sections IV, V, and VI.
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III. APPLICATION OF NUMERICAL HODEL - STATISTICAL AJ'<lALYSIS

OF DATA REQUInE~ffiNTS

A method is presented here which, by considering the input variables

to a numerical model of flow in aquifers as random variables, enables

the accuracy of these input variables to be related to the accuracy of

the output. The input variables considered are initial head, permeability,

discharge, storage coefficient, and saturated thickness and the output

variable is head after a period of time. The method involves the use of

the Monte Carlo technique to generate a random sample of the final head,

the computation of a tolerance limit width on the final head which is

used as a measure of its accuracy, and a regression analysis to determine

a predictive relation between the accuracy of the input variables and

the computed tolerance limit width. The results indicate that if only

one of the input variables contains error then this error is linearly

related to the error in final head. If all the input variables contain

error then only the error on initial head is significant in predicting

the error in final head and the predictive relation is linear.

In addition, a method of estimating the parameters of the probability

density functions of the input variables from available field data is

described and the relation is determined between the accuracy of these

estimates and the number of data points used to make the estimate.

A numerical model, obtained by approximating the partial differential

equation of flow in porous media by finite differences, is commonly used

to analyze groundwater basins. This deterministic model is frequently

used in situations in which nothing is known of the accuracy of the in

put data to the model or how errors in the input data are re~ated to the

accuracy of the results. A method will be described which, by ~onsidering
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the parameters of the model as random variables, enables the accuracy of

the results to be related to the accuracy of the input data. The method

also provides a means of estimating, from field data, the parameters of

the density functions of the input variables to the model. The accuracy

of these estimates is related to the amount of data used.

Numerical Model

The numerical model used in this study has been described in Section

II. Inrnodeling a confined aquifer, the region of flow is divided up

into grids, and the input variables to the model are the mean values in

each grid of hI ' the initial head, K, the permeability, b, the

saturated thickness, Q, the discharge, S, the storage coefficient.

The output from the model is the mean value in each grid of the final

head, HF , after a period of time. This study shows how the parameters

of the density functions of the above input variables can be estimated

from available field data, how the accuracy of these estimates is related

to the amount of data used and how the accuracy of these input variables

is related to the accuracy of the final head, HF .

Theoretical Framework

It is assumed that each of the input variables has a unique non-

random value at every point in the aquifer, and that associated with

each observation of these variables is a random measurement error. For

example, an observation of permeability will be:

k. = K. + e.
111

i = 1 ....n (3)
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where,

k. = observed value of permeability (random and known).
1

K. = true value of permeability (non-random and unknown).
1

e. = measurement error (random and unknown).
1

n = number of observations.

,

The error, ei ' will be considered to be independent of K.
1

and

to be normally distributed, that is:

so that,

k. tV N (K. ,OK2)
1 1

i = 1 ....n

i = 1 .... n

(4 )

(5)

For purely random measurement errors the normal distribution of the

variable k. can be justified by Lyapunov's limit theorm (Shchigolev).
1

Each input variable is assumed to be expressable as a function of

the space coordinates by an equation of the form:

(6)

where,

a. = constant coefficient (unknown)
1

X. = X. (x,y)
1 1

so that,

, where x,y are space coordinates,

or~ in matrix notation,

i = 1 •...n , (7)

k = a' X + e (8)

The variables X..
J1

j=I ...N, i=l ... n , will be considered to be

observed without error, so that equation (7) fits the normal theory of

the General Linear Hypothesis ~1odel of Full Rank, Model I, Case A
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(Graybill, 1961). 'Using this theory I maximwn likelihood estimates can

be found for Q .• i=I ... N and, l '
If these estimates are designated

a and 6i (Graybill), they are given by

a = (!' !)-l X'k

and,
k' k - d' X' k

62 = --.....".....-----,--
K (n-N)

(9)

(ga)

(9b)

where,

(n-N) x2 (n-N) e9c)

The input to the nwnerical model is the mean value of each variable

in each grid. For permeability, the true mean value of permeability in

-a grid, K , will be given by:

x+l\x

x

y+l\y

y
(10)

where, the grid has coordinates (x,y) (x,y+l\y), (x+l\x1y) , (x+l\x,y+6y) .

The estimate of K will be taken to be:

K = 1
!J.x /).y

and is such that,

x+6x

x

y+/).y

y
, (11)

K '\I N (K", p2)
K
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The standard deviation .P K will be taken as the measure of error

in the estimate, K, of K. It can be shown that:

where,

Ok
P

K
= - f (X •. )

Iii J1
j=l ...N i=l ...n , (12)

f (Xji) = a function of Xji , j=l ... N , i=I .•. n .

The estimate of PK will then be PK , where,

(12a)

6
K

PK = - f ex .. )
In J 1

j=l ...N i=I ... n (13)

Equations analogous to equation (11) for each of the input variables

provide a method of estimating the mean value of each of the input vari-

abIes in every grid from available observations. The accuracy of these

estimates is given by equations analogous to equation (13) and is inversely

proportional to the square root of the. number of observations used to

make the estimate. Since the measures of error of the input variables,

PK ' Pb ' PhI ' PQ ' Ps ' cannot be analytically related to the accuracy

of the final head, the following procedure was adopted.

Experimental Procedure

The error relations were determined first of all between each input

variable, eonsidered singly, and the output and secondly between the

input variables, considered simultaneously, and the output. The proced-

ure was basically the same in both cases, and is described below for the

case when only permeability is considered to contain error. It consists

of 1) the application of the Monte Carlo technique to generate a random
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sample from the density of l~, 2) the computation of a tolerance li~it

to be used as a measure of error in Hp ' and 3) the use of regression

analysis to predict the error of ~ from the error in permeability.

STEP 1

A randomly generated value of K and PK
is assigned to each grid.

The other variables are assigned random mean values and zero variances.

STEP 2

. In every grid a random value of permeability is generated from its

distribution, which is assumed to be normal.

STEP 3

With these random values of permeability and the fixed values of

the other input variables, the numerical model is used to solve for the

head after a specified time has elapsed.

STEP 4

Repeat STEPS 2 and 3 until a random sample of size' M of values

of head in every grid is generated, that is, (Hp)i' i=l ...M .

STEP 5

In every grid determine the tolerance limits on Hp and the width

of the tolerance limit, t. The determination of a tolerance limit for

a random variable, X , requires that an ordered sample be available

from its density function, f (x) . A tolerance limit is defined to be:
x

dx > a] '= 1 - a (14)

where, L1(~) , L2{x) are functions of the random sample, ~=xl" ,x
M

~

from fx(x) . For a more detailed development see any standard text on

non-parametric statistics.
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STEP 6

Randomly generate a new value of ~K in every grid and repeat STEPS

2, 3, 4, and 5 until a sample, m, of tolerance limit widths, t, in

each grid is obtained. Each width will correspond to a value of ~K .

. STEP 7

Using the theory of the Regression Model (Model III, Case '2) (Gray-

bill, 1961) find a predictive relation between t and oK.

To use the theory of the Regression Model it is necessary to assume

that the joint density of t and PK is given by:

1 1
= h (P K) • - exp

I21T at'
1

- 2 (15)

...
where, G(P K) is a function of PK which is linear, in the coefficients.

... "" i
In this study, it was taken to be a polynomial, so that, G(PK)=E a. (OK)

i=O 1

h (P K) is the marginal density of PK and does not contain a i '

..

i=1 ...N or From equation (15) it follows that the conditional
... ....

distribution of t given OK = PK is, f(t'), where,

f(t' )
....

= p*) =
K

1

I27T
1.-- . exp

... i 2
t - La. (~K)

. 0 l.1= (16)

so that,

E(t' )
N .

... 1= E(t/p =p*) = E a.(p*)
K K i=O 1 K

(17)

The coefficients Qi' i=1 ... N can now be estimated and the value

of N determined such that the "best" predictive relation between E(t')
...

and, PK is obtained. This is done by estimating the coefficients for

N=1,2 and 3. For each of the three polynomials the F-statistic was
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computed to test the hypothesis that each of the coefficients was zero

and so determine the "best" polynomial.

The data generated in the above procedure was also used to estimate

the coefficient of variation, C , of hF by,

M
1 E

( F)i 2
M-l i=1 - lJ

C = F
F lJ

F

1 M
lJ =.- r (F) 10 (18)

F A 0 11=

and a predictive relation was established between it and the coefficient

of variation of the input variable,

(19)

·in exactly the same way as the one described above.

Having considered the input variables individually the next step

was to consider them simultaneously. This was done using procedures

exactly analogous to those described above.

A detailed analysis of the error relationships has been presented

by Bibby (1969) and Bibby and Sunada (1971). Consequently only the most

significant results are presented here.

In using a numerical model to study groundwater aquifers the results

of this study clearly indicate that \~hen there is an error in only one

input variable, that this error is linearly related to the error in out-

put. For error in initial head, this relation is approximately one-to-

one for short time periods, but for the other input variables the error

on output is one or two orders of magnitude less than the input error.

When errors occur in all the input variables only the error on initial

head is significant in predicting the error on final head. The other
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input errors are comparatively non-significant. This relation is linear,

and for short periods of time approximately one-to-one, but \~ith increasing

time, the output error becomes less dependent on the input error. This,

together with the increase in the value of the constant coefficient in

the regression equation and the decrease in the sum of squares of devia

tions from the regression line, indicates that with increasing time the

error on output tends toward a constant value.

The relation between the input and output errors which have been

obtained when combined with the result given in equation (7), relating

the input error to the number of data points used to estimate the input

variable, provide a means of deciding on which variables it is most bene

ficial to collect data and how much data is required.

•
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IV. APPLICATION OF Ntn·IERICAL ;\IODEL - KIOWA-BIJOU BASIN

The mathematical model was applied in the Kiowa-Bijou and Black

Squirrel.ground water basins of Colorado. It has been considered for

some time that there is movement of ground water between the saturated

alluvium of the two hasins and the Fox Hills Sandstone beneath the

alluvium. The relative locations of the two basins are shown in figure 4.

These basins were thought to be isolated from each other in terms of

exchange of either ground water or surface water. However, the two

basins are interconnected by the Fox Hills Sandstone which is in direct

contact with the water bearing alluvium. Figure 5 is a cross-section

which schematically shows the relation between the Black Squirrel alluvium,

Fox Hills Sandstone and the Kiowa-Bijou alluvium. The prime objective

of this study was to determine if any significant amounts of water flow

between the Fox Hills Sandstone and the alluvium of both basins. In

addition it was hoped to determine the direction in which flow occurred,

to define the areas in which it occurred, and to estimate the volumes

of water involved in the exchange between the two basins. The application

of the model is described first for the Kiowa Bijou Basin in Section IV

and second for the Black Squirrel Basin in Section V.

Location and Description of the Kiowa-Bijou Basin

The Kiowa and Bijou Creeks are ephemeral streams which run northward

from the Black Forest area of Colorado for over 100 miles, to enter the

South Platte River in the vicinity of Fort ~1organ. This study was con

cerned only with the northern part of the basin, since it is in this part

that the Fow Hills Sandstone and the saturated alluvium are contiguous.
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Figure 4. Geologic map of the Denver Basin. Line B-B' indicates cross

section between Black Squirrel and Kiowa-Bijou areas. Adapted

from Kuhn, 1968.
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The study covered a rectangular area, the boundaries of which are shown

in figures 6 and 7.

In the Kiowa-Bijou, both creeks have relatively flat flood plains,

extending, in the Bijou, to as much as 5 miles in width. The divide

areas are quite low, relative to the flood plain, but rise abruptly from

the plain. They are frequently covered by sand dune deposits.

The area is semi-arid, having an'average annual precipitation of

13 inches. ~1ost of this comes either as summer thunderstorms or winter

snow and is subject to considerable variation.

The economy of the basin is primarily agricultural, with both dry~

land and irrigation farming. For the latter, the sole source of water

is ground water, since the streams are intermittent, flowing only after

snow melt and heavy thunderstorms. There area number of surface water

decrees in the basin, although few of them are thought to be used.

Usually, where attention has been given to the streams as a source of

irrigation water, it is with the intention of increasing infiltration

. rates to improve ground water supplies.

Review of Literature on the Kiowa-Bijou Basin

In a paper on the South Platte Basin, Code (1943) includes a

brief description of Kiowa and Bijou Basins. He later devotes a paper

(1961) solely to the northern part of the Bijou basin in which his

principal objective was an economic analysis of the laws and related

institutions affecting ground water use, and also included an evaluation

of the physical aspects of the basin's water supply. As part of his

evaluation, he surmised that water was entering the alluvium from the

Fox Hills Sandstone and the. adjacent sand dunes.
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A United States Geological Survey paper by Bjorklund and Brown (1957)

on the South Platte Valley includes details on the geology and hydro

geology of· the northern part of the Kiowa-Bijou basin. It also contains

well logs and ground water level measurements within the. Kiowa-Bijou

basin.

Duke and Longenbaugh (1966) present a comprehensive account of the

entire Kiowa-Bijou basin, including bedrock, water-table contour and

saturated thickness maps. A large amount of data used in this study has

been taken from their report. Further basic data are given in Smith and

Schulz (1962) and ~lcConaghy and Colburn (1964).

A thesis by Kuhn (1968) gives a detailed account of the geology of

the Fox Hills Sandstone and deals with its hydraulic connection with the

alluvium. Romero (1965) and Goodier (1960) also give detailed accounts

of geologic formations which occur in the study area.

Geology and Hydrogeology of the Kiowa-Bijou Basin

Detailed information of the geology and hydrogeology is given in

Kuhn, Bjorklund and Brown, Romero and Goodier. It will, therefore, be

only briefly reviewed here.

The bedrock of the area is of Cretaceous age and consists of three

conformable formations (see figures 8 and 9). All dip westward, being

part of the eastern limb of the Denver basin. The Pierre Shale is the

oldest formation and occurs, mostly as a subcrop, in the North-East

corner of the study area. It is a marine shale, highly impermeable,

. having little or no yield to wells and being a poor site of recharge to

underlying groundwater. The Pierre grades upward into the Fox Hills

......
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Sandstone which occurs· both as a subcrop and an outcrop diagonall)'

across the region from North-West to South-East. It is about 200 feet

thick and dips at 30-35 feet to the mile westward. TIle Fox Hills Sand-

stone has a low but significant permeability and, being enclosed bet\ieen

more or less impermeable strata, acts as a confined aquifer. It is in

contact with the alluvium over an area of approximately 100 square miles.

Overlying the Fox Hills Sandstone is the Laramie Formation. This is

predominantly impermeable shale, with some coal beds, and underlies the

South and South-East parts of the area.

Kiowa and Bijou Creeks eroded deep channels in this Cretaceous bed-

rock, which have subsequently been filled with alluvium of Recent age.

In the Bijou the maximum depth of alluvium is about 190 feet. The alluv-

iurn is. largely gravel and sand but in the Bijou, especially, clay lenses

are present. Much of the alluvium is saturated and is the major source

of ground water in the area.

In the divide areas, in particular, are sand dune deposits which

are largely stabilized. They are generally unsaturated but probably act

as sites for recharge of water to the alluvium.

Mathematical ~fodel as Applied to the Kiowa-Bijou Basin

Using known water table elevations at a particular time (for this

study June, 1962) the mathematical model would predict the elevation at

a later time (for this study, 1965). The data needed for this analysis

were the hydrogeologic parameters of the aquifer, such as permeability

and specific yield, together with the rates of recharge and dISCharge

to the aquifer, such as from precipitation and pumping.
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The area was represented by a system of grids and all the above

mentioned factors affecting the flow of water were determined for each

grid. In theory, the smaller the grid size used the greater the accuracy

obtained. However, within the limits of acceptable accuracy, the grid

size is determined by the amount and accuracy of data available, the size

of the aquifer under investigation and the amount of computer storage

available. For this study.the compute! could handle about 290 grids,

and this, combined with the size of the area to be studied, determined

the grid size to be used. A model of 288 rectangular grids (18x16),

each two miles by one mile, was used. The model covered a rectangular

area of 576 square miles (see figure 10). This was considered a small

enough grid size to give quite accurate results, since, in grids which

were not influenced by flow between the Fox Hills Sandstone and the

alluvium, there wa~ a good correlation between the predicted water table

elevation of the model and the actual elevation. It is appreciated that

this is not conclusiv~ proof of accuracy. However, if the space dimensions

were too large, such a correlation could only have occurred if the error

resulting from the modeling of the aquifer by the flow equation was equal

and opposite to the error resulting from obtaining a solution to the

flow equation by numerical techniques. The probability of the latter

occurring is considered to be fairly small. The grids were chosen to

coincide with section boundaries, so that each grid consisted of two

sections.

In going from the initial known water table elevation to the predicted

elevation, the model progressed by a series of time increments. In this

study, 36 time increments, each of 30 days, were used, to give a total

study period of three years. Much of the data for this study was most
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easily available as monthly figures (e.~.~urnping vol~es) and a time

increment of this duration was considered suitable in view of the total

duration of the study period. The results given by the model with this

30 day time increment were within 0.1 feet of those given with a 10

day increment. This indicated that the 30 day increment was small

enough to give sufficiently accurate results. The factors which have

to be defined for each grid have also "to be defined for each time incre

ment.

The predicted water table elevation obtained from the model should

have corresponded to the actual water table elevation for that same time.

If correspondence was not obtained, then, assuming the data were correct,

some factor which influenced the aquifer had not been taken into consider

ation in the model. Specifically, in this study it was hoped that if

discrepancies did occur they could be explained bi postulating an inter

flow of water between the Fox Hills Sandstone and the alluvium. In

addition, discrepancies could have resulted from physical influences

such as loss of ground water to phreatophytes, evaporation loss when

ground ,~ater was near the land surface, unusually high recharge due to

sand dune deposits, or some other ~hysical control.

Final Water Table Elevation (1965) - A map of water table elevation

for 1965 is given in the report of Duke and Longenbaugh. For each grid

an average figure was determined to the nearest foot from this map.

Assuming the map to be accurate, the figures obtained should be correct

to ± 1 foot. These figures were not read into the computer but were

used for comparison with the predicted result.

Initial Water Table Elevation (1962) - Using data from well hydro

graphs, a contour map was constructed showing the change in \vater table
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elevation from 1962-65. The data were obtained from Bjorklund and Brown,

Duke and Longenbaugh, Code and the files of Colorado State University.

An'average figure of change in elevation, to the nearest 1/2 foot, was

read from this map for each grid. This figure was subtracted

from the 1965 figure for the grid to obtain the 1962 water table elevation.

Errors could occur in this figure due mainly to the sparcity of well

hydrographs. However, the areas having few records were those having

v~ry small changes in water table elevation.

The 1962 elevation figures were read into the computer and formed

the initial, known water table elevation.

Bedrock Elevations - Bedrock elevation figures for each grid were

taken from a bedrock map given in Duke and Longenbaugh. These figures

were obtained from the map in the same way as the water table elevation

figures for 1965. They were probably more inaccurate since the bedrock

contours tended to be more closely spaced than the water table contours.

Determination of an average figure for each grid was therefore more

difficult. However, the water table elevation figures had a more or less

direct effect on the solution, since it was found that an error in the

initial figure would be of about the same order of magnitude in the result.

The bedrock data, on the other hand, affected results more indirectly,

since errors in bedrock elevation caused errors in saturated thickness

and thus errors in inflow and outflow to the grid. Since the error was

in both inflow and outflow then it tended to be compensatory, and a given

error in bedrock data should cause an error of much lower magnitude in

the final result.

The bedrock elevation data were read into the computer initially

and were held constant for all time steps.
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Permeability - The only figures on permeability in the area are

given by Bjorklund and Brown. They suggest 1040 gpd/ft 2 for the Bijou

basin and 2000 gpd/ft 2 for the Kiowa. The Bijou basin is considered

to have a lower permeability because of the presence of clay lenses in

the aquifer. No data frOM field tests are given to support these figures

and none could be found in the literature. Such average figures are

obviously subject to considerable error when used in a study of this

type mlere an average permeability has to be defined for each grid. An

attempt was made to approximate variations in the aquifer. The ratios

of sand and gravel to silt and clay were calculated using data from

well logs. These showed an increase down the valley indicating the

presence of proportionally larger amounts of sand and gravel in that

direction. Asa consequence, the permeability figures were chosen to

increase down the valley. Their actual magnitude was determined by

trial and error. A number of computer runs were made with different

values. Those giving the best correlation between the decline in water

table elevation predicted by the model and the actual decline were finally

used.

It was found that changes in permeability of a given magnitude did

not cause changes of the same magnitude in the predicted results. This

conclusion was also reached by Bittinger (1967) who, in addition, sho\~ed

that the error tends to become smaller if the study period is of several

years duration. Thus, although the permeability data carried a high

degree of error it did not introduce an error of equal magnitude into

the final result. Also, it was likely that, even with permeability data

from field tests available, the error would have been considerable due

to the highly variable and unpredictable occurrence and extent of clay
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lenses in the aquifer ..

The permeability figure finally used for each grid was held constant

throughout the period of study.

Specific Yield - Duke and Longenbaugh used a figure of 0.20 for

the specific yield for the entire Kiowa-Bijou basin. This figure was

to some extent substantiated by a USGS aquifer test, in the lower part

of the basin, which gave a figure of 0.17. The latter was the only

field data of specific yield for the basin. Trial computer runs were

made with figures for specific yield showing, like the permeability, an

increase down the valley. However, they did not give better results

than a constant figure of 0.20, and so this latter figure was used in

this study. It was considered to be a good average figure for a predom

inantly sand-gravel aquifer such as·the Kiowa-Bijou, but quite obviously

local areas of the basin may vary from this figure. The specific yield

was read into the computer initially and held constant throughout the

study period.

Precipitation - Precipitation data were available from four stations

in and around the study area. Most precipitation over the area was in

the form of snow in winter and isolated, intense thunderstorms in summer.

Due to the nature of the latter, the precipitation map for each time unit

(30 days) of the study period may be inaccurate since distance between

stations was sufficient for thunderstorms to miss them entirely. Average

annual precipitation and its average monthly distribution were therefore

used. Any error between the average figure and the actual figure over

the period of study was minimized since only the fraction of pr~cipL........ lon

reaching ground water influences this study. Thus, the average annual

precipitation was 13.0 inches over the entire area and of this five per
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cent was considered to infiltrate and reach ground water. This amounted

to 0.27 feet of ~aturated thickness when the specific yield was 0.20.

Therefore, if the average precipitation figures were in error by 100

per cent, the saturated thickness would only be incorrect by about three

. inches.

The five per cent infiltration figure, given by Duke and Longenbaugh,

was considered a good average figure, keeping in mind the effects of

climate, vegetation, topography and soils of the area.

~10difications to the coefficient of precipitation were made along

the creeks and where sand dune deposits occured within the aquifer. For

the sand dunes, the figure was increased to 15 per cent and along the

creeks of the Bijou valley the figure was changed so that an extra 500
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This latter figure is given by Duke and Longenbaugh. It was applicable

to only the Bijou Creek since floods in this cre~k flow along its entire

length whereas in the Kiowa, flood waters have invariably infiltrated

before reaching the study area. The 500 acre-feet were distributed be

tween the grids through which the creek passed in proportion to the

length of channel in the grid. Annual precipitation, its monthly distrib

ution and the coefficients of precipitation were read into the computer

initially and held constant throughout the study period.

Pumping - Volumes of groundwater pumped were inferred from the amount

of electricity used by each well. The assumptions and calculations that

are necessary to convert electricity used into volume of water pumped

ared~scribed by Duke and Longenbaugh. Annual pumped volumes for each

well were obtained from unpublished results of Duke and Longenbaugh.
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monthly distribution of pumping figures were used to esti~ate the volume

pumped in each time unit (30 days). It was thought that the pumping

data so obtained were of a fairly high order of accuracy, since the

electricity Jata used in the co~putation were accurate and because errors

in pumping volumes of individual wells would be minimized when the volumes

were summed for each grid.

The coefficient of pumping, which, for this model, was defined as

the fraction of pumped water not returning to ground water, when applied

during irrigation, was set at 70 per cent. No information exists in

this basin to justify this figure, but, in view of the predominantly

sandy nature of the soil and the practice of ditch irrigation, it was

cqnsidered to be a reasonable average figure. Where sand dunes occurred

in the aquifer the coefficient was changed to 60 per cent.

Averag~ monthly distribution of pumping figures and coefficients of

pumping were read into the computer initially and held constant for the

entire study period. Annual pumping volumes for each grid were read in

initially and after every 12 time increments (360 days).

Phreatophytes - Estimates of annual consumptive use by phreatophytes

were taken from Bittinger and Stringham's 1963 study of the lower Arkansas

River Valley in Colorado. For 100 per cent cover, they estimate that

Cottonwoods use 5.5 acre-feet of ground water per acre per year. This

rate of loss was used in this study and the cover density was assumed

to be 75 per cent. The area covered by phreatophytes in each grid was

calculated by planimeter fro~ 7~ minute topographic maps. Thus, with

both the rate of loss per acre anJ the phreatophyte acreage k,\o;';n for

each grid, the annual loss could be calculated. This figure was read

into the computer in acre-feet/day and was assumed constant throughout
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the study period.

Discussion of Results

The results of this study were obtained by giving physical interpre

tation to the discrepancies between the predicted water table elevation

and the actual elevation of 1965. Table 1 compares the actual c~ange

in water table elevation for 1962-65 with the computed change. Only

discrepancies greater than two feet in magnitude and occurring in several

adjoining grids were considered, A discrepancy of less than two feet

might possibly have been the result of errors in the data used, and a

discrepancy in an isolated grid was not considered to be sufficient evi

dence that some physical influence was affecting the grid.

If the predicted water table elevation was higher than the actual

elevation, then the discrepancy was termed positive. Conversely, the

discrepancy was negative. Assuming that the data used were accurate,

a positive discrepancy meant that some factor which caused water to be

lost from the aquifer had not been taken into account in the model.

Since it had not been taken into account, there was more water left in

storage in the model's aquifer than there ought to be and hence there

was a positive discrepancy. A negative discrepancy indicated that a

factor which caused water to be.gained by the aquifer had been neglected

in the model. The following areas had discrepancies:

Area (1) - In the Kiowa Basin directly'above the subcrop of the

Fox Hills Sandstone, there was a marked negative discrepancy (see figure

11). This was explained by postulating an inflow of water from the Fox

Hills Sandstone to the-alluvium. Since such an inflow was not taken into

account in the model, then the volume of water corresponding to this
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TABLE 1. Actual and Computed Changes in Water Table Elevation in Feet (1962-65).

Row Number
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

O. .5 1. 2. 2. 3. 3. 3. 2.
17 .25 1.75 2. 3.5 3. 3.5 2.25 2.25 1. 25

.5 1. 2. 2. 2.5 4. 4. 4. 3.5 2.5
16 11.25 9. 26.5 22. 5.25 3.25 2. 4. 6.75 3.75

O. . 5 2• 2. 1. 5.5 6.5 8. 6. 4.5
15 1. 5. 19.25 13.75 4.25 6.75 5.25 7.5 8.25 5.5

. 5 1. 2. 6.5 8 • 9. 7.5
14 2. 2. +1. 75 6.25 5. 10. 11.

2. 2. 1- 5. 7.5 8. 6.5
13 10. 5. +1. 5 5.5 7. 9.25 7.5

1. 3. 6 9. 8.
12 5.75 3.75 8.75 17. 8.75

4. 5. 7. 7.5 6.5
11 6.75 13.25 10.75 9.0 6.

5. 5.5 6. 6.5 6. 5. 4.
10 7.5 4.75 17.25 23.25 15.75 6.25 +9.25

2.5 4. 5. 4. 3. 2.5 2.
9 7.25 4.25 14.75 14.25 11. 8.75 +.25

c..
'U .5 2. 3. 2. 1. .5 O. O.A

§ 8 +1. 2.25 4.75 6.75 5.25 2. O. +.75
Z
s:l O. 1. 2. 1. O. O. O. O. O.
] 7 1. .5 6.25 3.25 1- +2. +3. +3.25 +2.
0
U O. .5 1.5 1.5 O. O. O. o. O.

6 .5 3.5 8. 9,5 1. O. +9.25 +9. +8.5

O. • 5 1.. 5 2. 1. O. O. O. O. O.
5 1- .75 .5 3.25 4.75 4.25 4. . 2.75 4. +11.25

O. . 5 ,1. 2,.5 1.5 .5 O. O. O. O. O.
4 .25 1. 75 2.5 2.25 2.0 1. 75 ~ 75 2.25 4.75 3.75 +2.5

O. .5 1.5 2. . 5 O. O. O.
3 1. . 5 2.75 4. 1.25 +.5 .25 .5

O. O. 2. 1.5 .5 O. O. O. O.
2 +1.2 .5 . 5 1.5 2.25 2. 2. 2.5 +2.25

(a) Figures for computed change take into accoWlt all inflow and outflow factors except evapotrans-

piration along Muddy Creek and inflow from the Fox Hills Sandstone.

(b) For each grid computed ch;lnge is written beneath actual change.

(c) Values d. dWle inflow and loss to phreatophytes are given in the Appendix.
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inflow was lacking and so showed up as a negative discrepancy. This

supposition ·was supported by the fact that the area was one of the most

heavily pumped in the basin but did not have a compatible decline of

water table elevation. It will be appreciated that, if water was enter

ing the alluvium from the Fox Hills Sandstone, the piezometric level of

the Fox Hills aquifer had to be higher than the water table in the

alluvium.

Area (2) - In the Bijou basin a similar area of negative descrepancy

occurred in TIS,R60W where the alluvium overlies the Fox Hills Sandstone.

This was again interpreted as an area in which water was entering the

alluvium from the Fox Hills Sandstone. It also had heavy pumping and

it would be expected that the piezometric surface of the Fox Hills Sand

stone was higher than the alluvial water table.

Area (3) - In T2S,R60W where the alluvium overlies the Fox Hil15

Sandstone, there was a marked positive discrepancy in the eastern part

of the area and a less marked negative discrepancy in the western part.

Muddy Creek flows northwards through the eastern part of the area. A

comparison of water table contours and land surface contours showed that

along a narrow zone adjacent to the creek the ground water was at the

surface. A field excursion verified this and found water at several

points along the creek. The water was up to six feet deep in places

and generally occurred in more or less isolated po~ds, there being little

flow. Luxuriant plant growth paralleled much of the creek. There were

fish in the water and an abundance of insect life. All of these testi

fied to the permanence of the water and indicated that there n;u~t be

evapotranspiration losses of ground water along ~fuddy Creek. These

would account for at least part of the positive discrepancy.
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A posit"ive-discrepancy c·ould also be explained by postulating a

.loss of water from the all uviurn to the Fox Hi 11 s Sandstone. IIowever ,

the presence of a negative discrepancy in the western part of area (3)

indicated that flow ,,,as frpm the Fox Hills Sandstone to the alluvium,

and that the piezometric surface must therefore have been higher than

the water-table. Since, in the eastern part, the water table was unusually

low, due to the evapotranspiration losses along r~ddy Creek, it seemed

reasonable to deduce that here also the piezometric surface was above

the water table. This would indicate that the positive discrepancy was

due entirely to the evapotranspiration loss, and further that the rate

of this loss was greater than the rate of inflow from the Fox Hills Sand-

stone. To try to demonstrate this, estimates were made of evapotranspir-

ation losses along ~Iuddy Creek and incorporated into the model. They

resulted in most of the positive discrepancies being reversed to negative

ones. This suggested that if there were no evapotranspiration losses,

the entire area would have showed a negative discrepancy indicating flow

from the Fox Hills Sandstone to the alluvium.

Areas (4), (5), (6) - Each of these three areas showed a negative

discrepancy, and a study of their surface geology revealed that areas

(4) and (5) were adjacent to areas of stabilized dune sand and area (6)

was adjacent to an area having predominantly sandy soils. It would seem

possible that these sand areas are zones of especially high Infiltration

.of precipitation and that this infiltrated water was draining laterally

into the aquifer. This hypothesis was based on reasonably firm foundations.

Reddell (14), in a study of the High Plains of Colorado, found that locally

sand dune areas were contributing six out of 18 inches of precipitation

of groundwater. Also, a field study showed that areas (4) and (5)
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consisted of. closed, shallow depressions separated by divides of approx

imately equal elevation. The drainage was internal, each depression

acting as an isolated drainage basin. The dunes were stabilized and

covered with sparse vegetation. Thus, the naturally high infiltration

rate of sand dunes is enhanced by the surface topography. Area (6) had

sandy soils but did not have an internal drainage system. Several small

creeks drained toward the West "Bij ou Creek. These creeks were short in

length and very poorly developed, so that it was thou~ht that the volume

of water carried by the creeks would be small and that most of this water

would infiltrate before reaching West Bijou Creek. Thus, even though

the area did not have internal drainage the proportion of precipitation

reaching the aquifer should be about the same as in areas (4) and (5).

The water table contours showed a downstream inflection in these areas

which indicated a flow of groundwater from the neighboring sand dunes.

An analysis was made to determine the size of the dune area which

contributed water to the aquifer. This area was defined by a study of

bedrock contours. If the latter indicated that the.drainage of an area

was towards the study area, then it was assumed that precipitation,

infiltrating into the sand uun~s above such an area, would also drain

to the aquifer. Various coefficients were tried in the model to estimate

the fraction of precipitation that was infiltrating into the sand dunes.

It was found that a figure of 30 per cent eliminated the negative dis

crepancy and since this is a reasonable figure for dune infiltration,

it was used in the model. The water infiltrating into the dunes was

considered to reach the saturated part of the aquifer in the grid immed

iately adjacent to the point at which it infiltrated.
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Area (7) - In an area of T1N,R60W, to the North-East of the Fox

Hills Sandstone subcrop, there were negative discrepancies. This area

lies along the path of the deepest part of the buried channel of Bijou

Creek. Well logs indicated that the alluvium directly above the bedrock

,was almost entirely gravel. It would seem possible that water was passing

through this gravel from the alluvium overlying the Fox ~!ills Sandstone

to account for this area of negative discrepancy.

Volume of Flow between Fox Hills Sandstone and Alluvium - Calculations

were made to estimate the net amount of flow between the Fox Hills Sand

stone and the alluvium. The actual loss in storage from the alluvium

over the study period was calculated in the following way:

Loss = D.Sy.A = (334.5)(0.20)(2)(640)

= 85,640 acre-feet.

Where, D sum of actual drawdowns in each grid

for 1962-65.

Sy = specific yield.

A = Area of a grid.

The loss of storage over the three years, in the model, was 130,000

acre-feet. This took into account all inflow and outflow factors except

the gain of water from the Fox Hills and the loss to evapotranspiration

along ~~ddy Creek. It was concluded that the difference between this

computed loss of storage and the actual loss was· due to these two factors.

If the evapotranspiration loss was estimated to be 4,500 acre-feet for

three years, then the contribution from the Fox Hills Sandstone to the

alluvium was 19,000 acre-feet per year.

The accuracy of this 19,000 acre-feet net inflow is difficult to

detennine without detailed error analysis. HOlt/ever, computer runs ''1ere
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made using data which would give the greatest and the least loss of

water from storage in the alluvium. For the greatest loss from storage,

the permeability was decreased at the southern end of the basin, where

subsurface inflow occurs, and increased at the northern end, where there

is subsurface outflow, so that the coefficient of permeability ranged

from 70 to 330 feet per day. The coefficient of purrl~lng was increased

to 80 per cent and the coefficient of precipitation reduced to 3 per

cent. It was found that the contribution from the Fox Hills Sandstone

to the alluvium would have to be 34,000 acre-feet per year in order

that the actual and predicted changes in storage over the study period

would be equal. To get the least loss from storage, permeability was

increased at the southern end of the basin and decreased at the northern

giving a range from 100 to 300 acre-feet per day. The coefficient of

pumping was reduced to 60 per cent and the coefficient of precipitation

increased to 10 per cent. With these figures, there would have to be

a loss of 4500 acre-feet per year from the Fox Hills Sandstone to the

alluvium. Since the data used in these runs were the maximum and min

imum acceptable values respectively, the inflow figures obtained may be

taken as the limits of the range of possible inflow figures, with 19,000

acre-feet per year the average and most prob~ble figure.

Conclusions for the Kiowa-Bijou Basin

1. Along the entire subcror of the Fox Hills Sandstone, in the

Kiowa-Bijou basin, groundwater is flowing from the Fox Hills Sandstone

into the alluvium. The magnitude of the flow was found to be approximately

19,000 acre-feet per year during the period 1962-65. This figure is

thought to have an accuracy of ±15,OOO acre-feet.
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2. The groundwater of the alluvium is suppleMented by flo\\' from

adjacent sand dune areas along both sides of the northern part of the

Bijou basin and along the western side of the southern part of the basin.

The volume of the inflow during the study period was approxim~tely 6000

acre-feet per year.

3. Loss of groundwater through evapotranspiration is occurring

along ~uddy Creek. This loss is greater than the inflow of water from

the Fox Hills Sandstone in this area. An approximate figure for the

loss is 4500 acre-feet per year during 1962-65.

4. Phreatophytes along parts of Bijou Creek are responsible for

a minor loss of groundwater from the alluvium. This amounted to approx

imately 3000 acre-feet per year during 1962-65.

' . .,.
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V. APPLICATION OF NUMERICAL MODEL-BLACK

SQUIRREL BASIN

Location of the Black Squirrel Basin

The area studied is the Upper Black Squirrel Creek Basin, El Paso

County, Colorado. The basin includes all the area north of latitude

38 0 40' drained by Black Squirrel Creek and its tributaries; West Fort

of Black Squirrel Creek, Brackett, and Big Spring Creek. Within the

350 square miles of the basin, the relief is 2100 feet, ranging from

7700 feet in the north to 5500 feet in the south. Figure 12 shO\\'s the

location of the basin, the area covered by mathematical model, and

pertinent cultural features.

This portion of the study deals with the hydrogeology of the Black

Squirrel Creek Basin. The purpose of the study was to evaluate ground

water movement in the basin by using a mathematical model. Previous

investigation (Kuhn, 1968; Bibby, 1969, Bi.bby and Sunada, 1971)

indicated a possibility that the bedrock underlying the saturated

alluvium in the Black Squirrel Creek Basin might be a recharge source

for the same bedrock formations outcropping 110 miles to the north in

the Kiowa-Bijou District. The mathematical model described in Section

II was used to determine if water is being transferred into or out of

the bedrock underlying the alluvial aquifer and to give a quantitative

figure for grains or losses.

Previous Investigations

The first geologic mapping of the study area was done for the

United States Geological Survey (by Finlay) in 1916. In 1936 Dane and
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Pierce published a report on the Dawson and Laramie Formations in the

southeastern part of the Denver Basin, including a geologic map of the

Black Squirrel Basin. More recently, the northeastern part of the

study area has been described by McLaughlin (1946) and the extreme

southern portion has been mapped and described by Soister (1968). In

1966 McGovern and Jenkins prepared a brief hydrologic atlas ~overing the

entire basin. Erker and Romero (1967) prepared a report ~oncerning the

ground water resources of the area for the Colorado Ground Water

Commission. Large lyon the bas i s of the Erker and Romero report, the

Black Squirrel Creek drainage became a Designated Ground Water Basin

under Colorado law in 1967. Since 1964 Woodward, Clyde, and Associates,

on behalf of the Cherokee Water District, have made yearly reports on

ground water conditions in the basin. In 1965, Charles Fisk, a con

sulting engineer, prepared a Status Report on Ground Water Investiga

tions in the Black Squirrel Creek valley. Geoke (1970) presents a com

plete report on the hydrology of the Black Squirrel Basin.

Geology

Stratigraphy - The Black Squirrel Creek Basin is located on the

southern rim of the Denver Basin with the surface topography sloping

south to the Arkansas River and underlying strata dipping gently

northward into the Denver Basin.

The rocks that crop out in the Slack Squirrel Creek Basin are

sedimentary and range in age from Upper Cretaceous to Early Tertiary.

Bedrock formations from oldest to youngest are: Pierre, Fox Hills,

Laramie, and Dawson Formations. Younger (Pleistocene and Recent) units
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in the area are dune sands, colluvium, and alluvium underlying present

drainage channels .. Figure 13 shows the geology of the study area

(after Erker and Romero, 1967, and Soister, 1968). Figure 14 shows a

north-south geologic cross section through the basin.

The following stratigraphic description will be hydrogeologic in

nature to indicate the potential effect of the bedrock underlying the

Black Squirrel Creek Basin on local ground water resources. Figure 15

is a generalized stratigraphic column of the strata in the Black Squirrel

Creek Basin.

Pierre Formation (Upper Cretaceous) - The Pierre Formation in the

Denver Basin varies from 0-8000 feet in thickness, and only the upper

800 feet outcrops at the very southern end of the Black Squirrel Creek

B,asin (Fogarty, 1952, p. 81). This upper portion is called the transi

tion zone and includes the 800 feet of beds lying below the mappable

sands tone beds of the Fox Hi lIs Format ion. I t is compos ed of gray,

blue, and buff shales, siltstone and sandy shale, scattered buff

calcareous concretions, sandstones, and several thin gray-to-buff

concretionary beds. A small quantity of water may be lost to the

transition zone, but it would nevertheless be classed as an aquiclude.

Fox Hills Formation (Upper Cretaceous) - The Fox Hills grades

downward into the Pierre and upward into the Laramie, contacts being

conformable and gradational, so exact placement of boundaries for the

formation ha~ been difficult.

In the Denver Basin the Fox Hills varies in thickness from 0-700

feet. In northeastern Colorado, Mather et a1. (1928) placed the upper

boundary of the Fox Hills at the top of the Milliken sandstone member

which Henderson (1920, p. 22) named and described as follows:
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" ..• a massive rather soft, usually greenish-yellow sandstone from

100-150 feet in thlckness, almost entirely free from shales. The sand-

stone contains some large, brown concretions and bands, more or less

ferruginous and calcareous and usually highly fossiliferous. The more

'gentle slopes above are occupied by alternating shales and soft sand-

stones containing marine fossils and not sharply separated from the

overlying shale and sandstones."

Lovering et al. (1932) restricted the Fox Hills as follows:

" ... The base of the Fox Hi lIs Formation shall be considered as the

horizon below which the section is predominatedly gray marine clay

shales and sandy shales of Pierre age, and above which the section

changes rapidly to a buff-to-brown sandstone containing numerous large

gray to brown,' hard, sandy concretions. This lower concretionary

member is commonly overlain by a series of light gray to brown sand-

stones and sandy shales.

"The top of the Fox Hi lIs Format ion shall be considered as the

horizon above which the section is composed predominately of fresh

and-brackish water deposits accompanied by coal and lignitic shales,

and below which it is predominately marine."

Leroy (1944) summarized the problem of the Fox Hills - Pierre-

Laramie contacts when he stated, "The Fox Hills formation represents a

transitional depositIOnal phase between the marine (Pierre) and the

non-marine (Laramie) deposits; thus its limits, lithic components and

relatio~ship to overlying and underlying sediments are expected to be

variable."-

Kuhn (1968), working in the Kiowa-Bijou District of eastern

Colorado (110 miles NNE of the Black Squirrel Creek Basin) provides a

•.11' .
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detailed stratigraphic description of the Fox Hills. He divides the

formation into three and possibly four aquifer sands.

The Milliken sandstone is the lowest sand. A concretionary zone

at the top of the Milliken separates it from the middle aquifer sand,

and A sand. Where the concretionary zone is missing, the contact is

transitional. The A sand in the Kiowa-Bijou area is 40-60 feet thick

and consists of buff to light gray, very fine grained sandstone with a

ch~racteristic salt and pepper appearance resulting from its pre-

dominant quartz, feldspar, and biotite composition (Kuhn, 1968).

The B sand has the same lithology and thickness as the A sand and

is separated from it by several feet of sandy to concretionary shale.

A hard calcareous cap up to 6 feet thick, which produces a character-

istic deflection on electric resistivity logs, marks the top of the B

sand (Kuhn, 1968).

McGovern and Jenkins (1966) credit the Fox Hills with a thickness

of 700 feet in the Black Squirrel Creek Basin and summarize the strati-

graphy as fo 11ows :

"The upper one third, massive white fine-to-medium-grained sand-

stone, shale and greenish brown fine-grained sandstone; the lower

two-thirds, interbedded very fine-grained sandstone and shale transi

"tional to underlying shale."

McLaughlin (1946, 1955), Kuhn (1968) and Bibby (1969) have all

indicated· the Fox Hi 115 to be an artesian aquifer due to the confining

shale of the overlying Laramie Formation. Although very few wells

penetrate the Fox Hills in the study area, permeabilities determined

by pumping tests in other areas of the Denver Basin indicate low

permeabilities of 2 and 6 gpd/ft2 for the Fox Hills (McLaughlin, 1955).
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Erker and Romero (1967) report yields from the Fox Hills at

70-80 gallons per minute with large drawdowns further indicating a low

permeability for the formation.

Laramie Formation (Upper Cretaceous) Horner (1954). gives a

succinct history of the Laramie Formation. The Laramie, if including

the A and B sands earlier attributed to the Fox Hills, is divisible

into two parts, a lower of sandstones and an upper composed mostly of

siltstone, shale, clay and coal. Because the Milliken, A and B sands

are primary aquifer sands, they will be included in this paper as one

unit, the Fox Hills.

Soister(196B) acknowledges the upper and lower members of the

Laramie as mappable units in the Black Squirrel Creek Basin. He

describes the upper member as consisting of shale, sandstone, and coal

beds. The shale is yellowish gray to olive gray or grayish brown where

carbonaceous. The sandstone is mostly in beds 1-10 feet thick, soft

to hard, partly calcareous, light gray to yellowish gray, and fine to

medium grained. Some beds have small to large calcareous sand and

ironstone concretions. As many as three beds of subbituminous coal

ranging in thickness from 1-10 fe~t are present.

Where the Laramie Formation ootcrops in the Black Squirrel Creek

Basin, the maximum thickness of the upper Laramie section would be

approximately ISO feet. McLaughlin (1946), Erker and Romero (1967)

and Soister (1968) disagree over the thickness of the unit. The 150

feet figure is an average of these sources, agreeing partially with

the maximum thickness figures given in the U.S.G.S. Hydrologic Atlas

by McGovern and Jenkins (1966).
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The Laramie, considered as the coals and shales above the A and B

sands assigned to the Fox Hills Formation, would be considered an

aquiclude. Water present in the sandstone lenses is not transmitted

due to their discontinuous nature and intervening clays and shales.

Thus the Laramie aquiclude promotes a potential artesian situation for

the Fox Hills Sandstone which it overlies.

Dawson Formation (Cretaceous and Tertiary) - Original reference to

the Dawson Formation was made by Richardson in 1915. Later workers in

eastern Colorado were Dane and Pierce (1936), Brown (1943), and Reichert

(1956). In eastern Colorado the Dawson Formation is 1000-2000 feet

thick and consists of arkosic conglomerates and sands. North of the

study area the Dawson merges into the Denver and Arapahoe Formation

along the foothills of the Front Range.

The upper part of the Dawson is coarsely conglomeratic, but lower

parts consist chiefly of arkosic sands, dark shales, and beds of lignite.

There is also a prominent conglomerate bed at the base of the formation.

The Dawson underlies most of the study area with the exception of

the limited outcrop areas of the Pierre, Fox Hills, and Laramie Forma

tions. Due to its thickness and low dip angle, only the lower part of

the Dawson underlies the study area. The lower Dawson is made up pri

marily of clay and shale, with sand, sandstone, and conglomerate being

a minor part. To the north of the study area, wel~s penetrating the

sandstones of the lower Dawson encounter water under artesian pressure

(McLaughlin, 1946). Although the Dawson Formation is relatively

impermeable, the discontinuous or lenticular sandstones within the

formation would be considered aquifers where present.
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Valley Fill Alluvium (Pleistocene) - Soister (1968) has dated the

valley fill alluvium in the Black Squirrel Creek Basin area as late

Pleistocene. The valley fill is mostly gravelly sand and includes some

beds of gravel, silt, and clay. Only the upper part is exposed, and

this ranges from small pebble gravel to arkosic gravelly sand. It is

light-yellowish-gray to grayish-orange and contains mostly granite,

quartz, and feldspar pebbles that are angular to subrounded. The

alluvium, by texture and composition, indicates derivation from the

Dawson Formation or from the same source as the Dawson.

The valley fill alluvium is the principal aquifer in the study

area. It varies in thickness from a few feet on the east and west

edges of the area to a maximum of 200 feet where it fills channels

incised into the bedrock. McGovern and Jenkins (1966) conducted three

pumping tests in the main channel alluvium which produced permeabilities

2ranging from 630-1100 gpd/ft. Erker and Romero (1967) report that the

range of perrneabilities may be greater than the pumping tests indicated

and suggest higher permeabilities near the southern boundary.

Dune Sands (Recent) - Soister (1968) working in the southern end

of the study area divides the Recent deposits into eolian sand, Piney

Creek alluvium, colluvium, and Recent alluvium. Approximately 12% of

the study area is mantled by Recent dune sands. The dunes consist of

fine to very coarse-grained sand and granules and contain occasional

pe~bles up to 10 rom. in length (Soister, 1968). The grains are frosted

and subrounded to well rounded quartz with lesser amounts of feldspar

and granite. The dunes generally form ridges trending southeast. The

source material for the dunes is apparently the alluvium to the north-

west: These eolian sand dunes range in thIckness from 10-40 feet. The
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dunes serve as an excellent catchment area for precipitation, but lying

above the water table, yield little or no water to wells.

Piney Creek Alluvium (Recent) - The Piney Creek Alluvium is

described by Soister (1968) as alluvial and pond or bog deposits con

sisting primarily of clayey sandy silt and silty sand. The pond and

bog deposits are very clayey, becoming more gravelly along the main

streams. This alluvium varies.from 5-35 feet in thickness. It yields

s~all quantities of water to domestic and stock wells and locally

contains perched water above the general water table.

Colluvium and Alluvium (Recent) - The colluvium is locally derived,

primarily from the outcrop of the Fox Hills Sandstone on the south end

of the study area called the Crows Roost. It consists of poorly sorted

silts and sands that are grayish-yellow to dark-yellowish-orange.

Maximum thickness is 10 feet.

The alluvium is composed of sand, gravel, and silt located in

present stream channels. Thickness is usually less than IS feet with

the exception of occasional terrace and flood plain deposits. Both

colluvium and alluvium are minor sources of water, supporting only

occasional domestic or stock wells.

Geologic Maps - Soister has mapped the southern portion of the area

on the Geologic Map of the Hanover NW Quadrangle, El Paso County,

Colorado, 1968. Erker and Romero have mapped the entire Upper Black

Squirrel Creek Basin in less detail for the State Engineers Office,

1967. Soister's work is more detailed and has been used as the primary

source for description of the Pleistocene and Recent deposits. However,

since Soister only covers a small portion of the area, the less detailed
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geologic map of Erker and Romero is the basis of the geologic map

presented in figure 13.

Data Used

Basic Data - The following parameters were defined for each grid.

Actual grid values for each parameter are given in the Appendix unless

otherwise stated.

(i) Final Water Table Elevation (1970) - Field measurements

taken in March, 1970 were used to prepare a water table elevation con

tour map of the study area. Average water table elevations for each

grid were determined from this map and used for comparison with com

puted water table elevations for 1970.

(ii) Initial Water Table Elevation (1966) - Water table

elevations for March, 1966 were available from Erker and Romero (1967).

Similar points from the 1970 and 1966 measurements were compared and

their differences were plotted and contoured. Water level changes

were read from the contoured differences and added to the 1970 water

table elevations to give initial water table elevations in each grid

for 1966.

(iii) Bedrock Elevations - Bedrock contour maps were available

from Erker and Romero (1967), McGovern and Jenkins (1966), and the

consulting firm of Woodward, Clyde, and Associates. An average bedrock

elevation for each grid was estimated from each source. The differences

between these three values varied from 0-150 feet with an average

variation of 40 feet per grid. This wide variation necessitated

averaging of the three available figures and using this average as the

bedrock elevation in each grid.
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(iv) Perrneabi~ity - McGovern and Jenkins (1966) present the

results of three aquifer tests conducted in the valley alluvium of the

study area. The three permeability figures vary from 84 ft/day to

147 ft/day. The lowest figure obtained was at the northern boundary

and the remaining two from the middle of the study area. From the

hetrogeneous nature of the valley alluvium the permeability figures

can be expected to vary widely throughout the area. The general

indication is of an increase in permeabilities downstream towards the

southern boundary. Accordingly, permeability figures were assigned

column by column, increasing by increments of 5 ft/day from an initial

figure of 10 ft/dayat the north boundary to 105 ft/day at the south

boundary. The linearly varying of permeability figures were read into

the computer initially and held constant throughout the study period.

(v) Specific Yield - Bibby's (1969) work in the Kiowa-Bijou

region north of the Black Squirrel Creek area indicated a specific

yield of 0.20 to be a satisfactory value for the alluvial aquifer in

that area. The nature of the alluvial aquifer in these two areas is

similar; therefore an initial specific yield of 0.20 was assigned to

all saturated grids in the Black Squirrel Creek Basin and held constant

throughout the study period.

(vi) Precipitation - Precipitation data were available from

two stations, one on each side of the study area; Colorado Springs to

the west and Rush to the east. The Big Springs Ranch weather station

was situated adjacent to the study area, but lacked sufficient

historical record to be used. The Rush and Colorado Springs stations

annual averages were only 0.03" different, so an average of the two

was assumed to give a satisfactory representation for rainfall on the
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area between stations. Any error introduced by scattered thunder

showers between the measuring stations might introduce short term

inaccuracies. Assuming 5% of rainfall infiltrates the ground water,

only 3.3" of saturated thickness (specific yield = 0.20) per year

would result from the annual rainfall of 13.2". Eighteen inches of

rainfall per year would be necessary to raise this figure to 4" per

year. Thus localized thundershowers would have little effect on water

levels.

Duke and Longenbaugh (1966) present a 5% infiltration figure.

Using this as an average effective precipitation figure, grid values

were adjusted according to the surface deposits mapped by Erker and

Romero (1967). Values ranged from 5% for alluvium to 15% for dune

sand.

the annual precipitation, its monthly distribution, and the

coefficients of precipitation were read into the computer initially

and held constant throughout the study period. The annual precipita

tion figure and monthly distribution are introduced for each year of

the study.

(vii) Pumping - Estimates of volumes of ground water pumped

for irrigation and municipal use during the period 1966-1967 were

available from the records of the Cherokee Water District. These

records included all electric pumps operating in the area. As much as

50% of irrigation pumping may be accounted for by non-electrically

operated pumps. Wherever possible a figure, based on operator's

estimate, was introduced to account for this non-electric pumping.

The total volume of ground water pumped from each grid for each

year of the study was read into the computer. Coefficients of pumping
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were assigned to each grid to indicate what percent of ground water

pumped returned as recharge. The coefficient of pumping is defined

as that fraction of ground water not returning to ground water when

applied during irrigation, and was set at 70%. In grids where ground

water was pumped for municipal use, the coefficient of pumping was set

at 100% to indicate no return to the ground water aqui fer.

The monthly distribution of the annual pumping and the coefficients

of pumping were read into the computer and held constant for the entire

study. Annual pumping volumes for each .grid were read into the com

puter and revised as records indicated for each year of the study.

Discussion of Data Accuracy - In order to achieve accurate results

from the mathematical model, the data input must be accurate. The

following items and discussion indicate possible sources of error.

1. Data sources - It was found in this study that measurements

of water levels in wells made by two or more agencies can be significantly

different due to the collection process and interpretive procedures.

Thus before trying to incorporate data from two or more different data

collecting agencies into any study, the collection techniques and inter

pretive processes of the agencies involved must be evaluated. For

example, water table elevations from two sources vary due to differences

in the determination of the water table depth, the land surface elevation,

and the point location. Additional variations (er!ors) result when these

data are contoured.

2. Water table elevations - When measuring water level elevations

il'\ wells it is difficul t to ascertain whether the elevation of water in

the hole is a result of unconfined, perched, artesian conditions, or some

combination of these three. When a map of' water level elevations
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combines data points from perched, unconfined and artesian flow systems,

contours of these combined levels are meaningless. Flow gradients and

saturated thicknesses cannot be accurately determined unless all water

levels are taken from a single flow system.

3. Land surface elevations - Since depths to water are measured

in the field, it is necessary to know the land surface elevation to

determine water level eleVations. Land surface elevations are taken in

most cases from topographic maps. Insufficient or incomplete topographic

coverage and topographic coverage at different scales can introduce a

significant error in land surface elevations.

4. Bedrock elevations - The bedrock elevation and water table

elevation determine the saturated thickness. Any error in either

figure will either increase or decrease estimates of the amount of

ground water available. Precise determination of bedrock elevations is

difficult due to the possibility of misleading hard "false bedrock"

layers and a weathered bedrock surface transition to overlying alluvium.

s. Coeffici~nt of pumping - The coefficient of pumping of 0.70

indicates 70% of ground water pumped for irrigation does not return to

the ground water reservoir. This figure was determined for areas using

ditch irrigation. In the Black Squirrel Creek Basin irrigation is by

sprinkler systems and the figu~e of 0.70 could be too low due to high

evaporation losses.

6. Permeability - The heterogeneous nature of the alluvium in the

Black Squirrel Creek Basin indicates a wide range of permeability values.
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research on data optimization for the model will contribute to determin

ing the significance of the model results.

Discussion of Results

At the end of the 1440 day period (March, 1970) modeled on the

computer, the computer prints out final water table elevations for

each permeable grid as well as corresponding deviations ± from the

initial water table elevations (1966). Table 2 indicates the difference

in each grid between actual and computed water table elevations for

1966-1970. Only discrepancies greater than 4 feet in magnitude and

occurring in several adjoining grids were considered to be significant.

Inherent errors in the variables included in the model could easily

account for an error up to 4 feet, or 5% of the average saturated

thickness. Discr~pa~cies greater than 4 feet in individual isolated

grids did not constitute sufficient evidence that some physical in

fluence was affecting the grid and were not considered to be significant

anomalies.

Predicted water table elevations higher than the actual 1970 water

table elevations were termed positive. Those lower than the 1970 water

table elevations were termed negative. Assumdng the data were reason

ably accurate, a positive discrepancy indicated a loss of water from

the system that was not accounted for in the model. The .difference

between the lower actual 1970 figure and the higher predicted 1970

value represents the surplus of water predicted by the model that was

actually lost over the study time per unit area (0.5 mi 2/grid). A

negative discrepancy would indicate addition of ground water to the

system that was not accounted for in the model.
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Table 2. Difference in feet between actual and computed. water table
elevations in each grid for 1966-1970.
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The following areas shown in figure 16 had discrepancies:

Area I - In most of the area overlying the sub crop of the Fox

Hills Formation there was a marked positive discrepancy. This positive

discrepancy of as much as 24 feet can be explained by a loss of water

. from the alluvium into the underlying Fox Hills Formation, a factor not

considered in the model. Exact contacts between the Pierre, Fox Hills,

and Laramie Formations are buried and difficult to determine. Determin

ation of contacts might enable marginal grids showing positive discrep

ancies to be included in Area I and increase the estimate of water lost

to the Fox Hills. The eastern portion of Area I is the outcrop of the

Fox Hills in a prominent bluff called Crows Roost. The bottom center

of the area is the present channel of Black Squirrel Creek. In the

western portion of the area high infiltration rates in sand dune

deposits apparently obscure the predominate loss of alluvial water to

the Fox Hills. Infiltrating waters drain latera~ly into the aquifer

offsetting losses into the underlying Fox Hills Formation. Bedrock

elevation maps show a steep gradient to the east in this area and

water table contours show a definite component of flow eastward toward

the center of the alluvial channel.

Calculations were made to estimate the water loss from the

alluvium to the Fox Hills Formation. This loss was calculated as

follows:

LOSS = D.Sy.A = (340)(0.20)(320) = 21,760 acre-feet.

Where D = sum of actual drawdowns in feet for each grid for 1966-1970

Sy =specific yield (dimensionless)

A = area of a grid (acres).
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The loss of storage over 4 years in the model was 21,800 acre-ft.

This is over an area of 14 mi 2 so a figure for annual loss/mi 2 = 390

acre-feet of water lost to the Fox Hills Formation. Assuming these

figures are accurate to ±5% of the average saturated thickness (4 feet),

increasing each positive anomaly by 4 feet would give a maximum loss

and decreasing each by4 feet would give a minimum loss. Themaximum

loss for 4 years is 27,800 acre-ft or 500 acre-ft lost per mi 2 in

Area I each year. The minimum loss for 4 years is 14,700 acre-ft or

265 acre-feet lost per mi 2 in Area I each year.

Area II - In this area, trending N-S and just east of Ellicott,

there is an overall negative discrepancy. This area encloses the

Cherokee Water District municipal wells. In contouring drawdowns

associated with these high volume wells, a 15 foot contour was the

maximum drawdown contour with a central area within this contour where

greater drawdowns were indicated. Insufficient control points pre-

vented the drawing of any contours beyond -15 feet. Grids of computed

changes greater than -15 feet define more precisely the drawdowns over

the study period in the area of maximum municipal pumping. The nega

tive discrepancy is accentuated by the low perrneabilities assigned

this area. The estimate of permeability given by Erker and Romero

(1967) of 125 ft/day for the valley alluvium is considerably higher

than the 45-60 ft/day permeability used in the model. With less water

moving into and through this area, the municipal withdrawals would be

greatly accentuated, accounting for the negative anomaly.

Area III - This area shows a general positive discrepancy without

well defined boundaries. Time limitations restricted any field

investigations to account for this anomalous area. However, the area
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is underlain by the Dawson Formation and \vater may be lost to it. This

would introduce a positive anomaly whose configuration would be

determined by the underlying sands of the Dawson Formation. Possible

explanations would also include unaccounted non-electric pumping and

incorrectly assigned permeabilities. One or both of these parameters

could account for the general positive anomaly present in this area.

Conclusions for the Black Squirrel Basin

1. Where the saturated alluvium overlies the Fox Hills Formation

ground water is flowing from the alluvium into the Fox Hills Formation.

The magnitude of the loss is approximately 5,350 acre-feet/year.

Assuming a deviation of ±4 feet is the possible range of accuracy for

water levels gives a maximum loss of 6,950 acre-feet/year and a

minimum loss of 3,600 acre-feet/year.

The conclusion from this study that ground water is moving from

the alluvium into the underlying Fox Hills Formation strengthens

earlier indications of Kuhn (1968) that the Fox Hills in the Black

Squirrel Creek Basin acts as part of the recharge area for ground water

moving from the Fox Hills into the alluvium in the Kiowa-Bijou area

(see Figure 6).

2. Before attempting to use this mathematical model the data to

be used should be further checked for accuracy. Inaccuracies in the

data are reflected in the final solution. Data subject to appreciable

error limit the degree of confidence that can be assigned to the

resulting values. In -this study, anomalies in water levels associated

with the Fox Hills subcrop were large enough to be recognized above
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the 4 feet acceptability limits. Had this anomaly been of lesser

magnitude the error allowances would have effectively obscured it.
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VI. HIGH PLAINS GROUND WATER BASIN

The High Plains, in northeast Colorado, became the first designated

Ground Water Basin following the enactment of the Colorado Ground Water

Management Act of 1965. This Act established the criteria for which a

basin may become "designated". Information concerning the geographic

boundaries of the' basin, the size, shape and water-storing characteristics

of all aquifers within the basin, the annual recharge to these aquifers,

and the present and projected withdrawals from these aquifers is neces

sary for the establishment of a designated ground water basin.

Description of Problem

Since previous investigations have considered bedrock units, i.e.,

White River Group and Pierre Shale, within the High Plains to be imper

meable, no appreciable amount of ground water was thought to be diverted

from the basin through bedrock units.

Reddell (1967) was first to draw attention to the possibility of

substantial subsurface ground water loss to bedrock units within the

High Plains Ground Water Basin. In investigating the distribution of

ground water recharge in the High Plains, Reddell assumed that the

bedrock units were impermeable. As a result of his study, Reddell dis

covered a negative recharge area, i.e., a natural subsurface discharge

area, trending in a northeasterly direction (see Figure 17). Reddell

concluded that the presence of the negative recharge area placed suspi

cion on the initial assumption that the bedrock units are impermeable.

If ground water discharges into underlying bedrock units as

Reddell suspects, then ground water may also be diverted from the High

Plains Basin north to the South Platte River. Water diversion through
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Figure 17. Reddell's negative recharge area in the High Plains.
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bedrock units is of interest since this potential loss from the basin

has not been accounted for in previous ground water management studies

of the High Plains.

Method of Calculating Net Recharge

Before development, the groundwater in the Ogallala Formation is

assumed to have been in a state of dynamic equilibrium. This means that

the average recharge was balanced by an equal amount of natural discharge,

and these in turn determined the rate of groundwater flow. Hence, by

determining the rate of groundwater flow, the rate of recharge can be

estimated. This would appear to be the most logical approach since the

slow movement of groundwater tends to average out the effects of unequal

recharge rates of short duration at different times.

Assuming dynamic equilibrium, a finite difference approach was used

to .evaluate the natural recharge rates necessary to maintain the ground

water gradient in a steady state prior to development. The steady state

form of the Boussinesq equation was written in finite difference form

. and a solution for the recharge rate obtained on the digital computer.

This model is the steady-state portion of the mathematical model described

in Section II.

Net Natural Discharge Along a Line from Southeastern Sedgwick County to

18 Miles South of Akron

Results from the numerical method indicated that there is a loss of

about 75,000 acre-feet of groundwater per year which occurs in the area

shown in fi~lre 18. Field investigation revealed no surface discharge

and pumping by wells in the area, especially prior to large scale develop

ment, is not enough to account for such a large amount of discharge.
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Upon studying the subsurface geology of this area, it was found

that this narrow discharge area compares closely with the approximate

subsurface extent of the White River Group. Figure 18 was prepared to

whos this relationship. The White River Group contains small amounts of

water in hydraulic connection with the Ogallala Formation. Several wells

in the area have been noted to penetrate sand layers in the White River

Group. If such a sand member could be stratigraphically located over

the entire area, then it seems possible that water is moving from the

Ogallala Formation laterally into the White River Group and down gradient

in the White River Group to the South Platte River. The north-south

geologic cross section of figure 19 running northward from the discharge

area to the South Platte River illustrates this hypothesis. If this is

a subsurface discharge area, it should be noted that the actual amount

of subsurface discharge will be larger than the calculated 75,000 acre

feet per year. This is because of the breakdown in the assumption that

the lower boundary is impermeable. Section VIII presents a more detailed

description of geologic conditions influencing this water transfer from

the High Plains to the South Platte.
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the entire area, then it seems possible that water is moving from the

Ogallala Formation laterally into the White River Group and down gradient

in the White River Group to the South Platte River. The north-south

geologic cross section of figure 19 running northward from the discharge

area to the South Platte River illustrates this hypothesis. If this is

a subsurface discharge area, it should be noted that the actual amount

of subsurface discharge will be larger than the calculated 75,000 acre

feet per year. This is because of the breakdown in the assumption that

the lower boundary is impermeable. Section VIII presents a more detailed

description of geologic conditions influencing this water transfer from

the High Plains to the South Platte.
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VII. GEOLOGIC DETAIL-BEDROCK STRATA INVOLVED IN GROUNDWATER

TRANSFER FROM THE BLACK SQUIRREL BASIN TO THE KIOWA-BIJOU BASIN

The purpose of this section of the report is to ,present more

~:t3iled stratigraphic information on bedrock formations in the Black

'4uirrel Basin, which can be used in interpreting regional hydrogeologic

r~13tionships between the Black Squirrel Basin and the surrounding area.

,~gional ground water movement is affected by lithology, thickness and

:ateral extent of individual strata, and by vertical and horizontal

variations of lithology in stratigraphic section. All of these

~eologic conditions need to be identified if the hydrogeology of a

ground water basin is to be understood.

~Iethods of Investigation

Research for this part of the report was conducted in three phases:

first the literature on the Black Squirrel Basin was reviewed with special

emphasis on stratigraphic and hydrogeologic studies; second field work

was done in the study 'area; and third data collected were interpreted

and evaluated.

Field work consisted of studying bedrOCK exposures and regolith

deposits in the Black Squirrel Basin for their stratigraphic character-

istics such as grain size, cleanness or lack of intergranular matrix,

bed thickness, and horizontal and vertical variations in lithology.

There are insufficient bedrock exposures within the basin to adequately

evaluate the stratigraphic properties of the individual formations,

therefore outcrops of these same units were sought in the surrounding

areas to the east, north, and west where they were known to be present

within the Denver Basin. Major exposures of the Dawson, Laramie, Fox
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Hills, and Pierre Shale Formations were observed in the Hanover North-

west Quadrangle just west of the study area. After locating and studying

outcrops in the areas surrounding the Drainage Basin, exposures were

sought in regions further from the area of immediate interest.· This

resulted in observations in the vicinity of the U. S. Air Force Academy,

along the front of the Rampart Range, and at Austin and Popes B.luffs in

Colorado Springs. All exposures studied were 10 to 20 miles west of the

study area, along the southwestern edge of the Denver Basin.

Due to the lack of good bedrock exposures within the Black Squirrel

Basin, attention was turned to geophysical oil well logs for further

information on subsurface conditions within the basin. Also, geological

and geophysical well logs of deep water wells in the area were collected

for study.

The final phase of the study involved interpreting the data collected,

which resulted in the information and conclusions contained in this report.

Bedrock exposures of the various formations of interest in and surrounding

the basin were correlated with geophysical logs of wells within the basin

which had recorded the same units.

Geophysical Well Logs

Geophysical well logs have proved invaluable ~n interpreting the

distribution, thickness, and stratigraphic properties of bedrock forma-

tions in the Black Squirrel Basin. Subsurface geophysical methods were

of special value because of the general lack of surface exposures of

bedrock units within the basin. Geophysical logs of wells drilled in

the area generally provide records which include the entire section of

geologic formations in the area. The oil well logs studied were standard

electric and induction electric logs, consisting of spontaneous potential

and resistivity traces.

..cll···.
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The distribution of oil well logs used in shown in figure 20. Wells

are numbered for identification in log correlations shown later in the

text. The locations of these log correlations, and the logs used are

also shown in figure 20 Generally, the top 230 to 250 feet of the oil

wells are not logged due to the presence of steel casing in the wells.

Interpretation - The SP and short and long normal resistivity traces

shown on the logs are used in conjunction to identify the major strati

graphic units. The SP curve increases in positive value from left to

right .. High positive values are indicative of shale units when accom

panied by corresponding low resistance values for both the short and

long normal resistivity curves. Negative values are indicative of sand

stone units. Where holes are filled with non-conductuve muds, or the

resistivities of both mud filtrate and formation water are about equal,

the SP curve deflections will be small and the curve will be rather

featureless. In this case the shale and sand interpretations are not

always possible.

The short and long normal resistivity curves are used in conjunction

to estimate the effective porosity in any given rock unit. This effective

porosity is the '~sable porosity," or the pore space which is capable of

transmitting fluids through 'the rock. This ~s in contrast to the isolated

pore spaces and the interconnected pore spaces, which are too small to

transmit fluids easily. As a general rule, the wider the separation

between the short and long normal curves the greater the effective

porosity thus the greater the permeability. This is only valid where

there is a distinct difference between the salinity of the drilling fluid

and the salinity of the formation fluid.
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Figure 20. Distribution of geophysical well logs with selected log

correlations in the Black Squirrel Basin.
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From the logs used in this study, log number 1, "R. W.. Lewis, If has

been selected as a representative electric log of the' major formational

units located in the Black Squirrel Basin. This log is shown in figure

21. It has been reduced 40% in scale from the commercial log, and has

the interpreted contacts of the major stratigraphic units marked.

Thicknesses shown on the log for these units are only valid at the loca

tion of the bore hole.

Beginning at the bottom of the log, the following observations can

be made from the electric log in figure 21. The Pierre Shale section

consists of alternating sandstone and shale in the Kp member and grades

rapidly downward into continuous shale (only the uppermost part of this

section is actually shown on the log). Overlying this is the basal

sandstone member of the transition zone, designated as Kps. This is a

thick sequence of sandstone interbedded by thin shale strinager, and is

easily identified on most geophysical well logs from the study area. On

most logs, this basal sandstone shows greater separation between the short

and long normal resistivity traces than the upper part of the transition

zone. This indicates a higher degree of permeability for the basal

sandstone than for the rest of the transition zone. The upper part of

the ~ransition zone, designated Kpt, is generally thicker than the basal

sandstone. It consists of alternating silty sandstones and shales, with

the shales predominating. The silty sandstones show narrow separations

between the short and long normal resistivity traces. This is indicative

of lower permeability relative to the basal sandstone.

The basal sandstone of the transition zone contains water with a

relatively high amount of dissolved solids as shown by the reversal on

the resistivity traces. This is indicative of a zone of poor quality
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water compared to the other water bearing sandstones on the log such as

the Fox Hi~ls and the A and B sandstones of the Lower Laramie. This

indication is verified by McLaghlin's work (1946) in which he states

that water in the Pierre Shale is of very poor quality and is unsuitable

for many uses. Outcrops of the transition zone observed in the field

contained abundant selenite gypsum. Solution of this mineral by ground

water could account in part for the dissolved salts in the formation

water.

The next unit overlying the transition zone is the Milliken Sandstone

Member of the Fox Hills Formation, designated on the log as Kfh. This

unit shows up on the log as interbedded sandstone and shale. The greater

degree of separation between the short and long normal resistivity curves

indicates a higher permeability for the Milliken than for the underlying

sands of the transition zone. Abundant spheroidal concretions up to

five feet in width have bp.en observed in outcrops of the Milliken Sand

stone in the study area. Where drilled through, these concretions may

account for considerably different patterns on the electric logs produced

from the unit.

The lower contact of the Milliken Sandstone can be taken as that

zone on the log below which the section is predominantly sandy shales and

shales. The lower contact is transitional and thus not always readily

distinguished on the logs. The upper contact of the Milliken is also

indistinct, but is more readily determined since the massive A sandstone

is the overlying unit. This constitutes a distinct change in the lithology

between the underlying interbedded sandstone and shale of the Milliken,

and the overlying A sandstone. This upper contact can be distinguished

on most logs as the point at which the overlying massive-bedded A sandstone

terminates at the top of the shale bearing Milliken unit (figure 21).
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Above the Milliken are the two massive A and B sandstone units of

the Lower Laramie Member. They are easily identified and distinguished

on the electric logs and taken together make up the most readily identi

fiable unit. The top of the B sand is characterized by the presence of

a sandstone zone which shows a very distinctive high resistance deflection

on the resistivity curve. This deflection, coupled with the presence of

the massive-bedded underlying A and B sandstones serves as an excellent

stratigraphic marker on the logs.

The two sandstone units are separated by an intervening sandy shale

which can usually be delineated on the electric logs. As evidenced by

their occurrence on the logs, and the high resistance values recorded

between the short and long normal traces, these two units are very continu

ous, and uniform in lithology throughout the basin. They also may be of

greater permeability than the other major units in the basin, as indicated

by wide separation of the short and long normal curves.

Above the B sandstone is the Upper Laramie Member. The Upper Lara

mie is made up of a series of sandstone, shale, and coal beds. Earlier

workers in the area (Erker and Romero 1967, Soister 1968, McLaughlin 1946,

and McGovern and Jenkins 1966) disagree on the thickness of the Upper

Laramie. As shown by the logs from the area, the upper boundary is

transitional and, as in the case of the Milliken Sandstone, cannot be

readily detected.

Although the upper contact of the unit is not easily determined, the

interval comprising the Upper Laramie can be recognized on the logs by

noting the location of the top of the B sandstone unit below, and then

observing the zone immediately above. The deflections of the electric

log traces for this zone are more varied and intense than for the under

lying ~ and B sands and the overlying Dawson Formation. Often, narrow
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high deflections can be observed on the resistivity curves. These are

the coal beds of the unit which often range up to 10 feet or more in

thickness as reported by Soister (1968). There is also a thick sandstone

bed know as the C sand located near the top of the Upper Laramie unit.

It is represented on the logs ~y a high resistance value, and is reported

to lie 30 to 60 feet above the top of the B sandstone (Kuhn, 1968).

Deflections occur on many of the logs which may be interpreted as this

sapd, but are absent on the remaining logs. It is believed that this

unit is discontinuous, and thus its actual distribution throughout the

study area is uncertain.

The uppermost bedrock unit in the area is the Dawson Formation. A

high degree of horizontal and vertical variability is displayed by the

Dawson on the electric logs. The formation consists of massive-bedded

sandstones, siltstones, shales', and minor discontinuous coals and peats.

These lithologic variations in sandstone, shale, and shaley-sand are

shown in the logs. The narrow separations for the resistivity traces

indicates low permeability for many of the sandstone units in the formation.

Extensive exposures of the Dawson were studied along the western

drainage divide of the Black Squirrel Basin. These exposures display

the same type of lateral and vertical variability which the electric logs

show for the formation. The outcrops are characterized by massive cross

bedded channel .fill sandstones, silty sandstones, and argillaceous shales.

The channel sands are lenticular. Figure 22 shows two measured sections

taken at the Corral Bluffs outcrops along the western edge of the study

area. They are within one-half mile of each other and are corrected for

relative ground level elevation. The lack of lateral continuity of

specific units is shown by these sections .. They are believed to be

generally representative of the type of deposits within the Dawson.
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T14S R64W Sec. 8. Section B: T14S R64W Sec. S.
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In the report by Varnes and Scott (1967) on the U. S. Air Force

Academy, it is stated that the Dawson Formation is a '~ulti-aquifertr

formation, and is typically composed of alternating beds of fine to very

coarse grained arkosic sandstone, variegated claystone, siltstone, and

shale. The beds are lenticular and differ in thickness and areal extent.

Thus correlation of individual beds by use of drillers or electric logs

over long distances is seldom P9ssible. This lithologic variation is

well displayed at the Corral Bluffs outcrops, and the lack of correlata

bility of units in the Dawson is readily seen in the logs from the Black

Squirrel Basin (figures 23 and 24).

Many of the shales observed in field outcrops of the Dawson are

highly argillaceous. These shales when wet are of medium plasticity,

and where present should serve as definite barriers to downward migration

of ground water in the study area.

Application - The following log correlations have been constructed

between selected logs to better illustrate the stratigraphic and litho

logic continuity of the various formations within the study area. Loca

tions of the logs used in their construction are shown in figure 20. Log

correlations are identified by letter designation, and individual wells

are numbered. All logs are reduced 40% in scale from the commercial logs,

and are vertically aligned using the top of the B sandstone of the Lower

Laramie Member as a locat datum elevation. This unit was chosen, instead

of sea level, in order to show maximum exposures of the logs by avoiding

adjustment of each log for relative ground level elevation.

Log correlation A-A' - The first of these log correlations,

A-A', is shown in figure 25. The wells which these logs represent are

all in the northern part of the basin. Only the Laramie and Dawson
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Figure 23. Commercial oil well logs. figure 19 for locations and

figure 20 for formation designations.
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Figure 23. Commercial oil well logs. figure 19 for locations and

figure 20 for formation designations.
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formations are shown.- There is practically no lateral continuity of

indifidual units in the Dawson, and log-to-log correlations are not

apparent. The Upper Laramie Member, between the overlying Dawson, and

the underlying Lower Laramie (A and B sandstones); shows much better

continuity of units although correlations are still of a questionable

nature. The uppermost sandstone unit correlated on the logs is believed

to be the C sandstone of the Upper Laramie as mentioned previously.

Considerable variability can be seen in the unit between the three logs.

This lack of lateral continuity throughout the basin can be seen in

figures 23 and 24 where all the logs are shown. This supports the pre

mise presented earlier as to the lack of lateral continuity of the C

sandstone throughout the basin.

Although there are variations in thickness, the massive A and B

sandstone units of the Lower Laramie show the greatest continuity

throughout the basin. This continuity in distribution and thickness is

easily seen on all the logs in figures 23 and 24. The variations in the

three logs in figure 20 at the top of the A sand are believed to be due

in part to the effects of the large flattened calcareous concretions

present. These are very abundant, and range up to several feet in

diameter.

Log correlation B-B' - The second log correlation, B-B', is

Shown in figure 26. The logs show the Pierre transition zone, the Fox

Hills Sandstone, the Lower and Upper ~aramie Members of the Laramie

Formation, and the lower part of the Dawson Formation. All major units

except the Dawson show good stratigraphic continuity, and consistent

thickness.
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Figure 26. Log correlation B-B'. See figu~e 21 for formation symbols.

Also figure 20 for cross-section location.
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At the bottom of the section is the basal sandstone of the Pierre

transition zone. It is best displayed on log #7, but can be recognized

on the ot~er logs without difficulty. It is well defined on most of

the logs throughout the basin as seen in figures 23 and 24. The transi

tion zone itself is fairly thick and shows the characteristic alternation

of sandstone and shale. This is better displayed on the logs in figures

23 and 24 .

• The boundaries of the Fox Hills on these logs are not distinct, but

through comparison with the other logs in the basin the boundaries are

determined with considerable certainty. The lower Fox Hills boundary on

log #6 is not easily determined and appears to be transitional. The

location of this transition zone contact as shown on the log has been

determined through log correlations, and calculated stratigraphic thick

nesses for the unit.

Atain, the most easily identified units on the logs are the combined

A and B sandstones of the Lower Laramie. They show the most consistent

thickness, horizontal continuity, and appear to have the highest permea

bility of the bedrock units in the basin.

As seen in figure 28, corr~lations of individual beds in the Upper

Laramie are questionable, and correlations of strata within the Dawson

section are not apparent .. Logs 4 and 6 record the same stratigraphic

section of the Dawson Formation as can be seen in exposures at Corral

Bluffs. These logs confirm the discontinuity and variability of Dawson

strata beneath the Black Squirrel Basin.

Log correlation C-C' - The third and most southerly east-west

log correlation is shown in figure 27 (C-C'). The corre1atibility of

units as displayed in the previous cross sections is again shown here.
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Figure 27. Log correlation C-C'. See figure 21 for formation s)~bols.

Also figure 20 for cross-section location.
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An insufficient section of Dawson is shown on the logs to evaluate its

lithologic variability. This is due in part to the fact that the Dawson

is much thinner in the southern part of the basin.

There is considerable difference in the thickness of the Pierre

transition between log 9 and logs 8 and 11. The basal sandstone zone is

well displayed on all three logs, and the alternating sandstone-shale

nature of the transition zone is apparent. The A and B sandstones of

the Lower Laramie, and the Fox Hills Sandstone units are again easily

identified. Sandstone units in the Upper Laramie are not readily

correlatible.

Log correlation 0-0' - The fourth and final log correlation

D-D' runs north-south across the basin, and is shown in figure 28. The

major units on the logs have much the same characteristics as before as

to lateral continuity and individual distinction.

The bottom of the Pierre transition zone is not positively identi

fiable on log #5. It is distinct on logs 2 and 11, and in comparing the

three logs, it can be seen that the transition zone thickens northward

into the Denver Basin. The direction of the cross section is very close

to the regional dip direction of the bedrock units, thus the logs indicate

the conditions as you move down dip to the north out of the Black Squir

rel Basin.

The section containing the Fox Hills, and A and B sandstones of the

Lower Laramie is considerably thicker on log 5 than on logs 2 and 11.

The lateral continuity of these units across the basin is well displayed.

The lateral variability of sandstone units in the Upper Laramie is

well displayed on the logs moving from south to north across the basin.
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Figure 28. Log correlation D-D'. See figure 21 for formation symbols.

Also figure 20 for cross-section location.
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Summary of Stratigraphic Characteristics

The following is a summary of the stratigraphic character of each

of the major formational units in the Black Squirrel Basin. These inter-

pretations are the result of field studies of surface exposures of the

units, coupled with interpretation and evaluation of the units on the

electric well logs.

The Pierre Shale transition zone is characterized by the presence

o£ the basal sandstone, and the upper silty sandstones and shales. The

transition zone as a unit shows good lateral continuity throughout the

basin (figures 23 and 24), however, there is considerable variation in

thickness of both the basal sandstone and the overlying sandstones and

shales (figures 27 and 28). The unit thickens northward across the

basin (figures 20 and 28).

The Fox Hills Sandstone has fairly consistent thickness and conti-

nuity throughout the basin, and appears to be highly variable in lithol-

ogy. The variations seen on the logs are believed to be due in part to

the effects of the many large coalescing concretions!

The massive A and B sandstone units of the Lower Laramie Member are

the most easily correlated in the study area because of their consistent

thickness and distribution throughout the basin. Both units are composed

of medium-grained porous sandstone, and are separated by an interbedded
. .

shale unit. The Upper Laramie Member is characterized by lateral varia-

bility in thickness of sandstones (figures 23 and 24). Despite the

variations in thickness, these sands display fairly good lateral continu-

ity and effective porosity as shown on the logs. These sandstones are

interbedded by coals and shales throughout the basin.
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. .._~~~.__~~w~.?n is the _Dl.?~~.__~~t.'.i_a!?1.~ ~_~~E._!_~_~d is characterized by massive-

bedded lenticular channel sands and intervening shales. Lateral continu-

ity of the channei sands throughout the basin is very poor as shown by

the logs in figures 2S and 26. These sands range from very dense with

low effective porosity to very loose with moderate porosity and permeability.

Conclusions

Important stratigraphic information such as lithology, thickness,

lateral continuity, and vertical variation of bedrock units can be gained

through interpretation of geophysical well logs, coupled with field

studies of the units involved. This information is directly applicable

in interpreting regional hydrogeologic conditions in a ground water

basin. Conclusions from this report which have resulted from this

appr~ach are as follows;

1. The combined Fox Hills-lower Laramie Member is the major bed-

rock unit capable of transmitting significant quantities of

ground water from the Black Squirrel Basin northward into the

Kiowa-Bijou Basin. This conclusion is based on the fact that

the combined unit has an average thickness in excess of 200 feet,

and has stratigraphic continuity throughout the basin. In addi-

tion, medium grain size and moderate cementation is observed in

the field, coupled with well log data, indicate relatively

high permeability.

2. The basal sandstone of the Pierre Shale transition zone may also

be transmitting water northward to the vicinity of the South

-- Platte RIver. The basal sandstone averages over 100 feet thick,

is stratigraphically continuous throughout the basin, and shows

efidence in field outcrops and well logs of moderate permeability.

'.
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3. The upper part of the transition zone, Upper Member of the Lara

mie Formation, and the Dawson Formation are considered to be

of little importance in the regional transmission of ground

water. This is due to the abundance of shale and silt, and

the lenticular nature of the sandstones.
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VIII. GEOLOGIC DETAIL - BEDROCK STRATA HNOLVED HI GROUNDWATER

TRANSFER FROM TilE HIGH PLAINS BASIN INTO THE

SOlJfH PLATTE RIVER BASIN

The purpose of this phase of the investigation is thteefold. First,

to determine if there are permeable units within the bedrock which under

lie this portion of the High Plains Ground Water Basin; second, to study

the continuity, i.e., lateral extent, of these units; and third, to

determine if hydraulic conditions are present which will allow water

transfer from the High Plains Ground Water Basin to the South Platte

River.

Location of the Area

The study area is located in northeast Colorado (see figure 29),

and includes parts of Washington, Yuma, Sedgewick, Phillips, and Logan

counties. Approximately the northern one-third of the High Plains

designated ground water basin is encompassed within the study map.

Topography

The study area lies within the High Plains Se~tion of the Great

Plains Physiographic Province. A rolling, gentle, easterly dipping

plain, somewhat modified by intermittent streams and surficial dune sands,

characterizes this region's topography. The elevation of the land surface

ranges from a high of 4800 feet south of Akron to a low of 3500 feet

near the northeast corner of the study area.

Except for the South Platte River, streams within the study area

are intermittent. All of these intermittent streams head within the

northern High Plains or along its western boundary. Where indurated
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rock units are exposed at the surface, high stream drainage densities

exist. The region southwest of Holyoke is an example of this geomorphic

uevelopment.

Previous Investigations

Geology and ground water studies within the area of investigation

were first reported by Darton (1905) as part of a larger comprehensive

study of_the Great Plains. As the demand for larger supplies of water

has increased, a greater understanding of the hydrogeologic relationships

within the subsurface was needed. Subsequently, governmental investiga

tions by Bjorklund and Brown (1957), Cardwell and Jenkins (1963), Weist

(1964), McGovern (1964), r·loulder (1960), and Holfstra (1970) \-Jere initiated

wholly or partially within the study area.

Investigatior.s ·by Rankin '(1933), Nol te (1963), and ~-1ather, Gilluly

and Lusk (1927) have made contributions concerning the continuity and

lithologic characteristics of Upper Cretaceous stratigraphic formations.

Oriel (1954), Weimer (1959), Dunn (1959), Scott and Cobban (1954), and

Anderman and Ackman (1963) also have made studies of structure, tectonic

history, and Upper Cretaceous stratigraphy in regions adjacent to and

within the study area.

The Tertiary stratigraphy is quite complex within the area of

investigation. Stratigraphic and paleontological studies within north

eastern Colorado were conducted by Conrad and Reed ·(1940), Galbreath

(1953), and Moore (1963). As a result of their studies, a better under

standing of the environment of deposition, lithologic characteristics,

and continuity of rock units within the study area was attained.
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The division of the Tertiary rock formations through the use of

heavy mineral analysis is reported by Sato and Denson (1967) and Denson

(1969 and 1970). Sato and Denson (1967) were able to distinguish

Oligocene and Pliocene rock units, characterized by a plutonic assemblage.

Denson (1970, personal communication) further concluded that Oligocene

rock units, containing only small amounts of heavy minerals, could also

be differentiated fiom Pliocene" rock units, due to the disparity in

quantity of heavy minerals contained. Denson's method of distinguishing

between Oligocene and Pliocene rock units was found by the writer to be

applicable at outcrops in the Fremont Butte district and along the escarp

ment 1~ miles west of Akron.

In 1967, Reddell reported on the distribution of ground water

recharge within the Northern High Plains. As a result of his investiga

tions, the presence of the negative recharge area described earlier was

indicated.

Engineering consulting firms have also undertaken ground water

investigations within the area of study. A general .geologic and ground

water study of the northern portion of the Colorado High Plains was

reported by Woodward-Clyde-She~ard and Associates (1966). Nelson, 11aley,

Patterson and Quirk compiled groundwater resource studies for Phillips

(1967), Logan (1967), and northwestern Washington (1968) counties. These

studies by engineering firms, together with the governmental reports,

have supplied valuable data on ground water and geologic conditions to

the thesis investigation.
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Methods of Investigation

The study consisted of a stratigraphic investigation of bedrock units

which might be significant in ground water flow. The stratigraphic

investigation was divided into three parts. The fjrst part was a review

of the literature. Field studies conducted by the writer during the

summer of 1970 composed the second part. The third part of the investi

gation consisted of the evaluation of geophysical well logs. Geophysical

well logs were obtained from petroleum companies, engineering consulting

firms, and field measurements.

lihen the geophysical well logs are evaluated in conjunction with a

driller's log, characteristics such as rock type, bed thickness, contin

uity of rock units, and the position of the water table or piezometric

surface can be discerned.

Geologic cross-sections were constructed within the study area in

order to determine if geologic and hydraulic conditions are present

which will allow ground water transfer through permeable bedrock units

within the High Plains Basin to the South Platte River.

Geology and Geologic History

Geology - Rock units that crop out within the study area range in

age from Late Cretaceous to Recent. The stratigraphic unit that is the

thickest and underlies the entire area is the Pierre Shale of Late Cre

taceous age. The Tertiary is represented by the Oligocene White River

Group and the Pliocene Ogallala Formation. The l~ite River Group is

restricted to the north, central, and western portions of the study area.

The Ogallala Formation, however, is more widespread and extends almost

to the boundaries of the area of investigation (see figures 30, 31, and 32).
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The Peorian Loess, dune .sand, and alluvium are surface materials

that were deposited during Quaternary time. Generally the Quaternary

deposits mantle the surface. Outcrops of White River Group, Ogallala

Formation or Pierre Shale, however, occur locally where stream erosion

has removed the overlying surficial deposits.

Local Structure - A structure contour ~ap was constructed in order

to discern structural features which may alter ground water movement in

permeable units within the Pierre Shale. Since there are no continuous

horizons within the Pierre Shale in the study area, the structure contour

map was contoured on the conformable contact between the Pierre Shale

and the underlying Niobrara Formation. Thirteen hundred control points

obtained from petroleum electric well logs were utilized by the writer

in the construction of the map. The greatest concentration of control

points occurs in the western half of the area 0f investigation. The

large scale structure map serves to illustrate how locally minor folding

modifies the regional dip of rock units within the Pierre Shale.

The structure of the bedrock units has been influenced by two major

regional structural features: The eastern limb of the Denver synclinal

basin and a northward bifurcation of the Las Animas arch. The eastern

limb of the Denver basin controls the dip of the bedrock units in the

western half of the study area, while the Las Animas arch bifurcation

dominates the southeastern quarter (see figure 33). The bedrock strata

dip less than two degrees to the northwest and are locally modified by

minor north-northwest plunging folds.

Geologic History and Geomorphic Implications - Information on the

continuity and general hydrogeologic properties of rock units may be

obtained through a study of the regional geologic history. In this
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section of the thesis a special emphas-is is placed on the erosion and

depositional environments that occurred during Tertiary time. The dis

cussion of the geologic history begins with the Late Cretaceous period.

Cretaceous - The close of the Cretaceous period was marked by the

retreat of a shallow inland sea which had invaded the area in Early

Cretaceous time. Weimer (1959) states that this regression of

the inland sea was not constant, however, for sharp transgressions

periodically advanced the shoreline westwerd.

The deposit of thick sequences of shale and occasional thin sand

and fossiliferous limestone layers, which constitute the Pierre Shale,

documents the marine environment which prevailed during the Late Cretace

ous.

Tertiary - Due to the close relationship that the Tertiary deposi

tional history had with the evolution of the' Rocky Mountain region to

the west, it is important to relate to the geomorphic stage of this region

when examining Tertiary rock sequences within the study area.

The Early Tertiary geologic history is marked by the increased

uplift impulses of the Laramide Orogeny. As a result of the orogenic

activity within the Rocky Mountain district, the northern High Plains

also experienced a gentle uplift during this time. Erosion was quite

widespread with stream channel drainage developed within the Pierre

Shale bedrock (Moore, 1960). Because of this erosion phase,

Paleocene and Eocene continental deposits are not present within the

study area. Sandstones, arkoses, and other rock units that are of this

age, however, are found within intermountain basins and areas adjoining

the Rocky Mountain region.
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Though the early Tertiary rock record is absent from the High Plains,

the Oligocene history within the study area is well documented by the

conformable deposition of the two major formations of the White River

Group. The Chadron Formation is assigned an Early Oligocene age, while

the Brule Formation was deposited during the ~1iddle and Late Oligocene

times (Bjorklund and Brown, 1957).

Moore (1960) concludes that the major part of the uplift of the

Southern Laramie Range (Wyoming) was essentially over prior to the

deposition of the White River Group. As a result of the high elevation

attained from the uplift activity, the climate changed from warm and

humid in Late Cretaceous and Early Tertiary times, to a much drier climate

subject to greater temperature and precipitation variations during the

Oligocene.

A minor uplift in Oligocene times, however, in the mountain region

to the west did afford a supply of clastic material to the High Plains.

These materials were found within the coarse-grained channel deposits

associated with the Chadron and Brule Formations. Moore (1963)

states that due to the nature of the fossil remains and the coarse-

grained, arkosic nature of the channel sediments, these channel deposits

are thought to be indicative of a semi-arid climate where intermittent

streams, heading from alluvial fans extending from the mountain fronts

to the west, flowed across the study area. The presence of large amounts

of wind blown volcanic ash and bentonitic clay is also indicative of a

dry and eolian environment for the clay and siltstone units of the White

River Group. This volcanic material blown into the northern High Plains

was subsequently reworked by the alluvial, colluvial, and eolian processes

active within the area.
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The Miocene climate was a continuation of the dry situation that

occurred during the Oligocene. The Arikaree Formation is the character

istic deposit of this period. The writer's field studies and geophysical

logging investigations have failed to locate Miocene deposits within

the study area. Denson (1970, personal communication) and Cardwell and

Jenkins (1963) also state that the Arikaree is not present in

the subsurface within the northern High Plains. This unit, if ever

present, was likely stripped away during the erosion that marked the

Early Pliocene.

The Miocene Arikaree Formation is, however, found in pockets north

of the South Platte River. Moore (1964) suggests that this unit

represents the fillings, deposited in topographic lows, by colluvial

and/or eolian processes. r·foore (1960) concludes that the com

binedeffects of the Oligocene and Miocene depisltion resulted in the

development of an essentially featureless depositional surface, extending

from the mountain front in the west to the northern High Plains in the

east and beyond. The geomorphic stage of this development would be

characteristic of the late maturity classification.

In the northern High Plains, the Early and Middle Pliocene were

dominated by erosion processes before giving away to the deposition of

the Ogallala Formation in Late Pliocene time. Figure 34 illustrates the

easterly slope of the erosion surface developed on the bedrock prior to

or during the Ogallala Formation deposition.

Moore (1960) states that the climate during the Pliocene

became increasingly drier. Sediments deposited within the area indicate

that the region was subject to periodic and intense precipitation, which

produced flooding of short flow and duration.
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Figure 34. Bedrock contour map on the top of the White River Group

or the Pierre Shale
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The sandstones, conglomer~tes, siltstones, and li~estones of the

Ogallala Formation differ markedly in the quantity of heavy minerals

contained from the clay and siltstones of the Oligocene time. This is

partly due to the differences in the environment of deposition. The

fact that the units within the Ogallala are not generally continuous

(unlike the White River Group) and occur in lenses is indicative of

fluvial and local lacustrine environments. Moore (1963) concludes

that the overall heterogeneity of the Ogallala leads to the belief that

the unit accumulated along the east flank of the Laramie Range and Front

Range as a vast alluvial sheet, deposited by streams which had suddenly

lost their capacity to transport the heavy loads imposed upon them to

the west. ~1oore also states that the alluvial sheets were fan-like in

nature and, in all probability, represent ~ vast piedmont alluvial fan

development.

The Early Pleistocene is characterized by a nimor uplift and an

abrupt climatic change generated by glacial episodes within the Rocky

~ountain region. This minor uplift and climatic change are responsible

for the development of renewed stream activity and erosion to the area

east of the mountain front. The present day topographic expression of

the High Plains is'a direct result of the erosion of this time period.

According to Fenneman (1931) the High Plains obtained its

isolated nature due to a phenomenon of erosion between the mountains

and the High Plains. The erosion began near the mountains where streams

contained steeper gradients. Land surfaces adjoining the mountain fronts,

therefore, were stripped of Pliocene deposits first and this activity

continued eastward separating the High Plains from the mountains.
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However, according to Lohman (1953a) the development of the

lligh Plains was primarily due to the vegetation growths in different

climatic zones. Near the mountains a semi-arid climate prevailed allowing

only brush and bunch grass growths. In the High Plains," however, a

more humid climate existed, which allowed the development of a sod cover.

Because of the fact that brush vegetation does not resist erosion as

sod does, the Pliocene and Oligocene deposits were removed from the semi

arid climatic zone.

The shift from stream to eolian processes in Late Pleistocene is

evident in the materials Jeposited during this time. Strong winds from

the northwest picked up the silt and clay particles within the South

Platte River flood plain and redeposited the material as a mantle of

loess, covering the land surface to the southeast. As wind velocites

. increased dune sand was also deposited during Wisconsin and/or Recent

time on the land surface of the High Plains. Recent geologic activity

is confined to minor erosion of the present topography and depisition

of alluviwn within stream valleys.

Stratigraphy and Hydrogeology

Pierre Shale - The Pierre Shale is the thickest and oldest formation

cropping out within the area of study. This formation is a gray to dark

gray fissile shale that contains appreciable amounts of thinly bedded

sandstones, shaly sands, limestones and limonitic concretions, as well

as an occasional bentonite layer.

The Pierre Shale thickens S'i:ratigraphically in a north\~esterly

direction. A thickness of just under 2,000 feet in the southeast portion

and. approximately 4,000 fect along the western boundary of the study
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area is indicated by oil field well logs. The Pierre Shale dips very

gently" i.e." one degree or less, to the northwest" but this general

trend is modified somewhat by minor north-northwest plunging folds.

Based on fossil content and lithologic characteristics" Griffitts

(1949) separated the Pierre Shale into four members: (from oldest

to youngest) the Sharon Springs, Rusty, Hygiene and the Transition r1embers.

The lowest member, the Sharon Springs, is characterized be its lack of

fossils. The Rusty Member is distinguished by its red-brown limonitic

concretions, while the Hygiene ~1ember is noted for its zones of sandstones.

The overlying Transition Hember is composed of sandy shales and sandstones

that, outside the study area, grade into the Fox Hills Sandstone. Because

they contain permeable beds, the Hygiene and Transition Members will be

considered in more detail than the relatively impermeable Rusty and

Sharon Springs Hembers.

Sand units of the Hygiene Member have been noted by investigators

to extend into northeastern Colorado. As these sandstones extend east

ward across the Denver Basin's eastern limb, their shale content increases;

eventually they grade into sandy shale. As illustrated in figure 35,

these sandstone units of the Hygiene Member do not extend into the area

of study.

The overlying Transi tion ~fember is composed of t'I/O sandy members.

The lower of the two units is more widespread and underlies the entire

area of investigation. Dips determined from the correlation of electric

well logs indicate gentle dips, ranging from 7~1. minutes to 1 degree

30 minutes in magnitude, and ranging from northwest to northeast in

direction.
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Degraw (1969) indicates that the Transitional Pierre is pre

dominantly a silty and sandy shale interbedded with sandstone. At least

one sequence of sandstones extends from northeastern Colorado to western

Nebraska. Interbedding of sandy shales with cross-bedded, fine-grained

sandstones was observed by the writer in the Fremont Butte District,

northwest of Akron.

The Transition Member of the Pierre Shale underlies the entire study

area. Thickness determinations from electric logs indicate that the Tran

sition Member ranges from 1100 feet thick along the western border to only

several hundred feet thick within the eastern portion of the study area.

This variation in thickness is primarily a result of erosion.

The Transition Member was intensely weathereq ~nd dissected prior

to the deposition of the White River Group in Oligocene Time. This intense

weathering is illustrated by the yellow~orange color at its surface outcrops.

The yellow-orange color is due to an iron stain ~aused by the weathering

and solution of limonite within the shale matrix. Reworked weathered

Pierre Shale within basal White River channel deposits is sometimes mis

taken and confused with this weathered zone of the Transition Member.

Occurrence of ground water - Previous investigators conducting

research within the study area considered the Pierre Shale to have

negligible permeability. Although this assumption is applicable to the

lower members of the Pierre Shale, it is not necessarily'true for the

Transition Member.

North and southwest of the city of Akron, where Tertiary rock units

are thin or missing, water wells have been developed in the Transition

Member sands for stock, domestic and municipal purposes.
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Weist (1965) states that wells tapping these sandstone and

sandy shales in the adjoining counties of Logan, Morgan and Sedgwick,

yield from 5-30 gallons per minute. Degraw (1969) states than an

oil company developed a water sell (Sec. 15, T. 13 N., R. 55 W., Nebraska)

in 120 feet of Transition silts, silty shale and fine sands, up to 1.5

feet in thickness. The sand-shale ratio within this section ranged from

SO/50 to 70/30. Ground water was found to be under artesian conditions,

with a rise of 450 feet above the top of the producing aquifer. The yield

was increased to 36-44 gallons per minute, twice the original yield, by

developing the well by water fractionation, i.e., injecting water, under

high pressure, into an aquifer to open bedding planes, fractures, etc.

Approximately 1-1/2 miles south of Akron, in Sec. 17, T. 2 N., R. 52 W.,

the city of Akron developed two artesian water wells in a 15 to 25 foot

thick fine sand unit of the Transition Member (see figure 36). Al Ward,

Sr. (1970,- personal communication), a resident of Akron, states that the

yielf from each of the two wells averaged 100 gallons per minute initially,

with over 14 million gallons being pumped from the aquifer over a two

month period. Larger pumps were later installed, but increased pumping

rates pulled the fine sands and silts into the well and destroyed the

production.

The preceding examples of water yield from the Transition Member were

cited to illustrate two points: first, the sands of the Transition Member

can be local aquifers; and second, the Transition Member should be recog-

nized as having sufficient permeability to be significant in the regional

migration of ground water.

Water quality within the permeable layers of the Transition Member

is variable, but it usually is low in hardness and high in dissolved
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solids. Bjorklund and Brown (1957) state that the principal

constituents in the ground water are sodium and bicarbonate. Chloride

is also found in appreciable amounts with only minor quantities of

sulfate being present.

Ground water flow - Ground water in the Transition Member was

found usually to exist under artesian conditions. Recharge to this member

occurs wherever the hydraulic head of the overlying saturated materials

exceeds the piezometric head found within the Transition Member. The

greatest amount of ground water recharge is thoug~to occur where per

meable Tertiary gravels are in direct contact with the sands of the

Transition Member (see figure 37) having a lower piezometric level. This

most likely occurs in bedrock paleo-stream channels eroded into the

Transition Member.

Continuity - Interbedded layers of sand and sandy shales within

the Transition Member underlie the entire area of study (see figure 38).

The thickness of the member varies due to stratigraphic thinning and

erosion. The Transition Member thins generally in a southeasterly

direction.

If the water quality of the ground water within this member can be

assumed to be relatively constant, then the increasing resistivity values

on resistivity well logs, as illustrated in figure 37, indicate a higher

sand content in the vertical direction. Individual sand beds attain

thicknesses up to 25 feet in the subsurface, but are lenticular in nature.

These sand units may be continuous for distances up to 5 miles as indi

cated by stratigraphic correlations using geophysical well logs.
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Figure 37. Electric log illustrating an unconformable contact between
a gravel unit within the Ogallala Formation and'the Transition
Member.
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Due to the intricate nature of alternating sand and sandy shale beds

within the Transition Member, the lack of continuity of sand layers is not

thought by the writer to preclude significant regional ground water move

ment through the Transition Member.

White River Group - The White River Group consists of two formations,

both of which were deposited during the Oligocene; the Chadron Formation

is Early Oligocene in age and is overlain by the Brule Formation of Middle

and Late Oligocene age (Bjorklund and Brown, 1957). The White River

Group is characteristically homogeneous, and can be described as a

bentonitic siltstone with an occasional coarse channel deposit.

Many writers have given criteria for subdivision of the Vlliite River

Group into the Chadron and Brule Formations. Cardwell and Jenkins (1963)

present an electric log which indicates a "hard white caliche" boundary

between the Brule and Chadron Formations. They also state that the

two formations have many lithologic differences and that their con-

-formable contact sometimes is marked by an olive-green claystone or a

hard brick-red sandstone.

The Chadron Formation is described by some investigators, e.g.,

McGovern, 1964, Bjorklund and Brown, 1957, as containing channel deposits

in its lower and upper section, while the bulk of the deposit contains

olive-green, gray-white, pink, tan or buff siltstone. The lower portion

of the unit is often stained yellow and/or red by the intense weathering

of limonite within the reworked Transition Member of the Pierre Shale.

Outcrops of cross-bedded channel deposits are highly cemented by silica.
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The Brule Formation is generally described as a bentonitic siltstone

_~h often contains channel deposits within its lower section. Several

~r~cteristics have been reported that are supposedly common to the

~:'.;le Formation. First, a blocky and conchoidal fracture is exhibited

·:~~n on its exposed surfaces. This is especially intense and pronounced

, .. .it the contact with the overlying Ogallala Formation. Second, the

:' :-~5ence of a nodular concretionary bed is found at the contact between

:~e Brule and Ogallala Formation. Third, the Brule often exhibits a

::0sely cemented conglomerate of White River Group cobbles at the base

~i the Ogallala Formation. Denson (1970, personal communication) notes

~~at even though this deposit most likely occured during the Miocene

times, it is assigned to the Brule Formation.

These th~ee physical characteristics have been observed by the

~riter north of the South Platte River in the Peetz Table district (T.

11 N., R. 51-R. S2 W.). Galbreath (1953) -has divided the White

River Group in this locality into three distinct formations as a result

of paleontological investigations. The oldest division is the Horsetail

Creek Member, which is overlain respectively by the Cedar Creek and Vista

~fembers. Moore (1963) suggests that the Horsetail Creek member

is the equivalent of the Chadron Formation, while the Cedar Creek and

Vista Members are subdivisions of the Brule Formation.
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Assigning White River Group deposits solely to either Brule or Chad-

ron Formations within the area of study is quite common in the literature,

as well as among local drillers. Conrad anu Scherer (1940) assign the

White River deposits to the Brule Formation, while McGovern (1964) in

Washington County and Weist (1964) in Yuma County attribute these

deposits to the Chadron Formation. Fossil evidence in the Freemont

Butte district was provided by Lewis (1957, written communication to H.

E. McGovern), who found fossils within the White River sediments fifty

feet from the top of the formation that were of Middle to Late Chadron

in age.

Within the study area, any delineation of formations within the White

River Group due to color differences, '~arker beds", and/or physical

characteristics should be viewed with skepticism. Paleontological cri-

teria for separating the formations seem to be the most reliable. The

following conclusions have been developed by the writer in regard to

alleged lithologic and physical differences between the White River

Formations within the study area:

1) Due to the similarities in the rock types, the Brule Formation
represents a continuation of sedimentation processes carried on
during the Chadron Formation deposition.

2) Both the Brule and Chadron Formations contain arkosic cross
bedded channel deposits and bentonitic siltstones (Moore, 1963).

3) The siltstones of the Brule and Chadron Formations are, for
practical purposes, identical to mineralogical composition
(Denson, 1970, personal communication).

4) Delineation of the units by color tones is misleading, for this
represents weathering and solution of iron containing minerals
in the ground water system (Denson, 1970, personal communication).

5) Physical characteristics, such as the blocky fracture, of the
Brule are also quite common within the Chadron Formation.
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6) Since the environment of deposition of the units within the
White River Group was variable, e.g., intermittent fluvial,
eolian, and alluvial fan, reliance on marker horizons such as
ash beds, sandstones or caliche zones to delineate formation
boundaries is quite hazardous.

7) Due to their common lithologic and physical features, the Brule
and Chadron Formations probably have similar hydrogeologic
characteristics.

Due to the nature of the thesis investigation and the overall homo-

geneity of the Oligocene Chadron and Brule Formations, the White River

Formations will not be differentiated within the area of study. The

deposits of the White River Formations, henceforth, will be referred to

collectively as the White River Group.

The White River Group crops out along a topographic escarpment that

marks the western boundary of the High Plains basin. Within the area of

investigation, the White River Group can be described as a tan to buff,

light gray and/or pale green siltstone which contains moderate proportions

of coarse channel deposits.

The White River Group was deposited by eolian and intermittent fluvial

processes that essentially leveled the gentle pre-Oligocene topography

that was eroded into the Transition Member. Dips are therefore very

slight, generally less than two degrees in a northerly direction. Denson

(1969) states that these low dips probably represent original

surfaces of deposition. The greatest thickness of White River deposits,

234 feet, was reported by McGovern (1964) in Section 16, Township

2 North, Range 52 West of the 6th P.M.

The eolian environment of deposition for the siltstone member is

illustrated by its individual and reworked ash layers. The siltstone

sometimes exhibits a calcareous cement in its upper zone. Where the

overlying rock units are absent, the erosion of the siltstone member

produces bizarre shapes due to variations in silt content and cementation.
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The siltstone usually contains prominent joint or fracture sets. In

the Fremont Butte district (northwest of Akron) these joint and fracture

patterns trend N. 25-35 E. and N. 55-56 W. The siltstones also character

istically exhibit an intense blocky fracture pattern in outcrops near the

contact with the overlying Ogallala Formation.

The channel deposits within the White River Group are most abundant

near the base of the section. Outcrops of these deposits usually are

massive, pighly indurated cross-bedded sandstones, which attain thicknesses

up to eight feet. Outcrops of these sandstones can be observed one mile

west of Akron along U. S. Highway 34 and west of Sterling on U. S. Highway

14. Due to the channel sandstone's resistiveness to erosion, outcrops

occupy local topographic highs.

It may be noted that these highly indurated channel sandstones were

not observed in th~ geophysical well logs collected by the writer. Local

well drillers also report that they do not encounter anything r~cognizable

as a massive and dense sandstone body within the subsurface.

McGovern (1964) states that loose sand is found at the base

of the cemented sandstones that form a ridge in Section 15, Township 3

North, Range 53 West of the 6th P.M. The fact that thest highly indurated

sandstones sometimes contain loose sand at their base and the channel

deposits are poorly indurated within the subsurface may be indicative

of a near surface cementation phenomenon.

Occurrence of ground water - The ~ite River Group is composed

. primarily of a relatively impervious siltstone which yields only small

quantities of water. The White River Group, however, does contain two

zones where ground water occurs in appreciable amounts. One of the

zones occurs at the top of the White River Group and is referred to in
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the literature, e.g., McLaughlin (1948),Lowry (1966), etc., as the

"porous zone". The only other zone of significant ground water occur

rence is within the coarse channel deposits which are usually located

near the base of the White River Group.

The "porous zone" is essentially a highly fractured siltstone which

is frequently overlain by a layer of White River Group cobbles. McLaughlin

(1948) states that locally the "fractured" or "porous zoneH will

yield large quantities of water to wells. In eastern Wyoming and western

Nebraska, wells penetrating this zone are known to yield as much as 2,000

gallons per minute. Wells withdraw a large constant supply of water from

this zone where saturated river alluvium or sands and gravels within the

Ogallala Formation, overlie the "porous zone."

Vertical fractures within the siltstone were examined at the surface

in the Freemont Butte District and were found to be tight. Lowry (1966)

concurs that the intense degree of fracturing exhibited on surface

outcrops is not representative of conditions with depth. Fractures, if

continuous with depth, would be expected to be nearly or completely closed.

Hence, these fractures are probably not important in transmitting ground

water downward to other underlying bedrock units.

The "porous zone" is dependent on overlying saturated deposits for

its ground water supply. Where the over1ying'deposits are thin and/or

partially saturated the "porous zone" has a low specific yield. McLaughlin

(1948) in describing the "porous zone" in Julesburg, Colorado

area, states that the zone is restricted to a position underlying the

alluvium, and perhaps should be considered as part of the alluvium.

Therefore, due to its intimate hydraulic connection with the overlying

materials and its limited vertical extent, the "porous zone" should be

considered to be a part of the overlying unconfined ground water flow system.
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The second zone of ground water occurrence is within the coarse chan

nel deposits. The channel deposits consist of variably cemented sands

and gravels which range in thickness from 0 to 100 feet. Ground water

occurring in these deposits is often found under artesian conditions.

The channel sandstones are not extensive laterally. They are most

likely localized in principal valleys and tributaries which were developed

on the Transition Member prior to the deposition of the White River Group.

The delineation of these paleo-stream valleys, however, is not possible

with the subsurface information availabe.

The channel deposits can yield moderate amounts of water. Nelson,

Haley, Patterson and Quirk (1967) list three municipal wells at Akron

developed within the White River channel deposits as yielding 350,

300 , and 250 gallons per minute.

Water can recharge these deposits three ways: be seepage through

the overlying siltstones; by direct recharge from permeable units within

the Ogallala Formation where the overlying siltstones have been removed;

and by direct recharge from the sand layers within the Transition Member

in bedrock valleys.

The quali ty of ground water wi thin the channe:l depostis usually is

much better than that occurring with .the "porous zone". McGovern (1964,

p. 36) states taht the electrical conductivity of the water in the White

River Group ranges from about 400 rnicromhos in the sandstone to a maximum

to about 2,000 micromhos in the fractured siltstone.

Ground water flow - Ground water appears to flow in two direc

tions within the White River Group. The lower channel deposits, as well

as the overlying clay and siltstones, dip gently in a northerly direction.

As illustrated in cross-sections in figures 45 through 51, the White River

Group intersects the South Platte River, due to the regional northerly dip.
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The hydraulic connection between the channel deposits and the

South Platte River is essentially the same as described in the artesian

Transition Member ground water system. Where permeability conditions

are favorable and a higher piezometric head exists, ground water within

the channel deposits flows northward and discharges into the South Platte

River. Thus, ground water is diverted from the High Plains Ground Water

Basin to the South Platte River.·

• Nelson, Haley, Patterson, and Quirk (1967) measured the piezo

metric surface levels within the White River channel deposits west and

south of Akron. As can be determined from the map (see figure 39),

ground water flows in a north-northwest direction, except directly south

of Akron where it flows to the southeast. This southeast flow direction

can, however, be explained by the presence of two municipal wells south

of the city which pump ground water from these channel deposits.

The second ground water flow system within the White River Group

occurs in the "porous zone". As previously mentioned, ground water

occurring in this zone is usually unconfined and is ~echarged by the

overlying Tertiary 4eposits. Due to its restriction to the upper section

of the White River Group and hy~raulic connection with the overlying satu

rated deposits, ground water within the "porous zone" flows in the same

east-northeast direction ~s ground water in the Ogallala Formation.

Continuity - The deposits of the White River Group are chiefly

, composed of siltstone. The siltstones contain appreciable amounts of

clay and, therefore, give low values on the resistivity well log and

moderately high readings on the gamma well log. Due to the overall

homogeniety of the siltstones, the White River Group can be correlated

throughout its subsurface extent (see figure 40).
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11II White River Group Channel Deposits

Datum = Mean Sea Level

Contour Interval =20 feet

Adapted from Nelson, Haley, Patterson, and Quirk
1967, Plate 4.

Figure 39. Piezometric surface map for the White River Group channel

deposits, south and west of Akron.
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The permeable channel deposits near the base of the White River

Group are not continuous laterally within the subsurface. By the nature

of their fluvial deposition, the channel deposits are confined to bedrock

valleys eroded within the White River Group or the Transition Member.

Due to the inherent high resistivity of fresh water saturated zone and

gravel, channel deposits present withing the subsurface may be recognized

by high readings on the resistivity well log (see figure 41).

Ogallala Formation - Clays, ~andstones, conglomerates, and siltstones

which range in color from pink to red and tan to gray, and a capping

gray algal limestone constitute the rock units of the Oagllala Formation

within the area of investigation. These units were deposited unconformably

over the White River Group during Late Pliocene time in a variety of

environments; eolian, intermittent fluvial, and lacustrine. The Ogallala

Formation is not present in the western. section of the study area, but

thickens in an easterly directions to a maximum of over 300 feet.

In the states of Nebraska and Kansas, the Ogallala Formation can be

divided into distinctive members. Lugn's (1939) classification is used

in these areas: (from oldest to youngest) the Valentine, Ash Hollow,

Sydney Gravel and the Kimball Limestone. Although Moore (1963)

states that no correlation can be established as yet within northeastern

Colorado to the delineated members in Nebraska and Kansas, certain

diagnostic units of the individual members can be identified in outcrops

within the western section of the study area.

The algal limestone and caliche layers of the Kimbal Limestone

Member are readily seen north of Akron as a caprock. Here also the

characteristic 'mortar beds", which are calcareous sandstones of the

Ash Hollow Member, can be discerned. Even though the Ogallala Formation
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is only 17 to 30 feet thick along the escarpment nortll\."es t of Akron, the

algal limestone and "mortar beds" form prominent ledges which can be

easily distinguished at a distance from the underlying White River Group

siltstone members. The clays and siltstones of the Ogallala Formation,

however, are difficult to distinguish fr0m the White River Group.

Sato and Denson (1967) have approached the problem of

delineating the Tertiary stratigraphy of southeastern Wyoming, western

Nebraska, and northeastern Colorado by heavy mineral analysis. They were

able to distinguish the \'lhi te River Group (Oligocene) and the Ogallala

Formation (Pliocene) from the Arikaree Formation (Miocene), due to differ

ences in mineralogical assemblages. Sato and Denson state that a volcanic

assemblage, characterized by oxy- and green-brown hornblende, augite,

hypersthene, and red-brown biotite, generally constitute 60 to 70 percent

of the nonopaque heavy minerals within the Arikaree Formation. The

Ogallala and ~~ite River Formations, however, contain a plutonic assem

blage characterized by blue-green hornblends, ga~net, epidote, sillimanite,

sphene, tourmaline, zircon, and gray-green biotite, which constitute

S5 percent of the nonopaque heavy minerals.

Since the mineral assemblage is approximately the same for the

Ogallala Fromation and \'lhite River Group, another means of delineating

between them must be employed. Denson (1970, personal communication)

states taht although the mineral assemblages are the same, the difference

in the quantity of heavy minerals contained is quite stri~ing. The

Ogallal Formation contains many time the amount of heavy minerals in a

given sample of siltstone than does the underlying White River Group.

This disparity in the quantity of heavy minerals contained is readily

apparent when the siltstones are investigated by means of a hand lens;

and therefore, this method can give rapid identification during field

investigations.

" ..
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Electrical resisti~ity and gamma geophysical well logs, in con

junction with driller's log information, were used successfully to

distinguish between the formations within the subsurface.

Occurrence of ground water - The Ogallala Formation is the

chief aquifer within the area of investigation~ The major producing

units are nonindurated sands and gravels which are found frequently near

the base of the formation. Ground water occurring in these permeable

units is found regionally in unconfined conditions; however, locally

perched and confined conditions also exist.

Due to the heterogeneous lithology of the Ogallala Formation, e.g.,

clay, silt, sand, gravel, conglomerate, and limestone, permeability

values for the Ogallala can be quite variable for a given area. Yields

range from only a few gallons per minute for clays and siltstones to

several thousand gallons per minute for the permeable sands and gravels.

Usually large and reliable yields can be obtained where water wells

penetrate thick units of Ogallala gravels.

Ground water occurring within the Ogallala Formation is of good

quality and can be used for stock, domestic and municipal uses. McGovern

(1964) states that all water sampled from wells tapping the

Ogallala aquifers in Washington County was rated hard or very hard.

Hardnedd of the water ranged from 112 to 328 ppm (CaC0
3
), while the

total dissolved solids varied from 170 to 550 ppm.

Ground water flow - Ground water generally is unconfined within

the Ogallala Formation. Due to the easterly slope of the water table

(see figure 42), ground water flows in an east-northeast direction into

the states of Nebraska and Kansas. The only means of recharge to the

Ogallala Formation is by the infiltration of precipitation or surface

waters.
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Figure 42. Water table map of the Ogallala Formation (1965).
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Since it has a wide areal extent, ground water within the Ogallala

Formation can recharge bedrock units wherever the permeability and piezo

metric conditions for subsurface discharge exist. Ground water flow

into the underlying bedrock occurs wherever permeable units within the

Ogallala Formation, containing a higher piezometric head, are in direct

contact with the "porous zone" and channel deposits of the White River

Group or with the sands of the Transition Member. Ground water discharging

from the Ogallala Formation into the channel deposits of the White River

Group or into the sands of the Transition Member will flow north-northwest

to the South Platte River.

Continuity - The Ogallala is a heterogeneous formation composed

of clay, silt, sand, conglomerate and limestone. Although certain units,

such as the algal limestone, are reported to be widespread, there are no

units which were found by the writer to be continuous throughout the

entire area of investigation. In describing the extensive caprock algal

limestone, Moore (1963) states that this limestone is not a single

continuous unit, but is instead a series of three or four lenticular

beds.

Strata within the Ogallala Formation which are most distinguishable

on geophysical well logs for local correlation are the sands, gravels,

limestones, and sandstones. Due to their lithologic nature and the

fresh water contained, the algal limestone and perm~able sands and

gravels register high readings on the resistivity well logs (see figure

43). Although the sands and gravels can be found anywhere vertically

within the section, they are more commonly found near the base of the

formation (see figure 37).
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Peorian Loess and Dune Sand - The Peorian Loess contains unconsoli

dated silt sized particles deposited by winds during the Wisconsin age

of the Pleistocene. The loess blankets much of the surface alluvial

and bedrock units, and can attain thicknesses up to 60 feet within the

. study area. Slopes of loess are characteristically able to maintain

almost verticle angles when dry. This is especially apparent along

highway road cuts. Also common in loess is the development of columnar

jointing in the zones nearest the surface.

Dune sand deposits are most prevalent in the eastern portion of

the study area, north of Wray. Together with the Peorian Loess, they

cover approximately 60 percent of the land surface. Winds blowing over

the flood plain of the South Platte during Lake Pleistocene and Recent

times picked up sane and deposited it over the area. Due to the greater

grain size, a wind of higher velocity is indicated for the dune sand

deposition. Cardwell and Jenkins (1963) state that topographically

the dunes range from a series of low hills having relatively flat crests,

separated by saddles, to irregular sand hills having a maximum local

relief of about 170 feet. The dominant northwest trend in the dune hill

geometry is quite evident in air photographs.

A discussion on the occurrence of ground water within the Peorian

Loess and dune sand has been omitted due to the fact that they are

usually found above the water table. Dune sands are important, however,

since they possess a high permeability and thus aid in the recharge of

ground water supplies. Peorian Loess on the other hand, is relatively

impermeable and retards the infiltration of water to the water table.
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Geologic Cross-Sections

Seven· geologic cross-sections were constructed through the study

area in order to evaluate if ground water within the bedrock units

could flow in a north-northwest direction and be diverted from the High

Plains Basin. These cross-sections trend in either a north or north 3S

degrees west direction. The construction of the cross-sections was

devised so that there were four intersections (AA', nB', DO', FF')

located within Reddell's negative recharge area, i.e., natural subsurface

discharge area (see figure 44). The seven geologic cross-sections are

given in figures 4S through 51.

Data utilized in the geological cross-sections were derived from

a number of sources. Information pertaining to the water table surface

within the Ogallala Formation and alluvial materials was supplied by

Woodward-Clyde-Sherard and Associates (1966), Bjorklund and Brcwn (1957),

and the Colorado Ground Water Basic Data Release #20 (see figure 42).

Data employed in the construction of the bedrock contour surface were

derived from Woodward-Clyde-Sherard and Associates (1966) and Bjorklund

and Brown (1957) (see figure 34).

Data used to approximate the thickness of the. White River Group

in the geologic cross-section were obtained from driller's logs contained

in Cardwell and Jenkins (1963) and Bjorklund and Brown (1957). Due to

the test hole studies conducted by Bjorklund and Brown (1957), the

subsurface control on the White River Group thickness is most reliable

within 5 miles of the South Platte River.

,
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Electric logs from oil field wells were used in the cross-sections

to show the contact between the Transition ~fember and .the underlying

Undifferentiated Pierre Shale. It may be noted that the dip of the

contact does not always coincide with the dip of the strata. The writer

feels, however, 'that this can be explained by variations in the erosional

and depositional history of the Transition Member.

The geologic cross-sections serve to illustrate the hydraulic

connection which the permeable northward dipping Transition ~fember sands

and the White River Group channel deposits have with the South Platte

River. The cross-sections also indicate that the four intersection

locations within Reddell's negative recharge area (see figure 44) contain

a higher hydraulic head than the South Platte River. The writer concludes,

therefore, that ground water recharging the Transition Member sands of

White River Group channel deposits at these four locations can physically

flow in a north-northwest direction and be diverted from the High Plains

Basin.

Summary of Results

The writer's conclusions pertaining to the presence and continuity

of permeable beds, hydrogeologic characteristics, and ground water flow

within the stratigraphi~ formations are listed below:
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Transition Member

1) The Transition ~1ember of the Pierre Shale is composed of
alternating beds of sand and sandy shale that underlie the
entire study area

2) Sand content, and probably permeability, \~ithin the member
apparently increases in a vertical direction

3) Individual lenticular sand beds, up to 25 feet thick, dip
gently to the north

4) Locally the Transition Member can be of aquifer importance.
Regionally the Trans it ion ~1ember should be cons idered of
significance in ground water storage and flc~11

S) Well yields as high as 100 gallons per minute are reported
in sands within the Transition Member

6) Ground water within the sandy Transition Hember usually is
under artesian conditions

--.

7) Locally, ground water recharge into and/or discharge from the
Transition Member most likely occurs in bedrock valleys.
Here, saturated Tertiary channel deposits are in direct
contact with the sands of the Transition Member

..
.~

8) Ground water wi thin the Transition ~4ember which is hydraul ic
ally connected with the topographically higher than the South
Platte River can flow in a north-northwest direction from
the High Plains Basin into the South Platte River

White River Group

1) The White River Group contains two aquifers, the channel
deposits and the "porous zone", which can yield moderate
amounts of water

2) The channel deposits occur in the lower section of the White
River Group and dip gently to the north

a) Ground water is usually under artesian conditions

b)

c)

Ground water at higher elevations and in hydraulic
connection with the South Platte River apparently flows
north-northwest through the channel deposits and discharges
into the river

Ground \Vater recharge to the channel deposits is most
apt to occur where the overlying White River siltstone
has been removed

.....
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•
3) The "porous zone" where present occurs at or near the contact

with the overlying Ogalla Formation

a) Ground water generally is under unconfined conditions
and is hydraulically connected with the ~verlying

Ogallala Formation ground water flow system

b) Due to the "porous zone's" i!ltima~e hydraulic connection
with the overlying Ogallala Form~tion, ground water is
expected to flow in an east-northeast direction

Ogallala Formation

1) The Ogallala Formation is the chief aquifer within the area
of investigation

2) The more permeable units, the sands and gravels, are found
more frequently near the base of the formation

3) Ground water generally exists under unconfined conditions
and flows in an east-northeast direction

4) The greatest amount of ground water loss from the formation
occurs wherever the permeable sands and gravels are in direct
contact with underlying bedrock units containing a lower
piezometric head

5) Ground water discharging from the Ogallala Formation to the
channel deposits of the White River Group and the sands of
the Transition MeQber apparently flows to the north-northwest
and is diverted from the High Plains Basin

Conclusions

Only two units within. the bedrock are thought to be capable of

water transfer from the northern portion of the High Plains Ground Water

Basin to the South Platte River. They are the channel deposits of the

White River Group and the sands in the Transition Member of the Pierre

Shale. Locally, these bedrock units are utilized as an aquifer source

for stock, domestic, and occasionally municipal purposes. Wells tapping

artesian aquifers were reported to yield as high as 350 gallons per

minute for the White River Group channel deposits and 100 gallons per

minute for the sands within the Transi tion ~.1ember.
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Neither of these permeable bedrock units are continuous laterally

throughout the entire study area. The channel deposits of the White

River Group are found most often near the base of the section in bedrock

paleostrearn channels eroded into the Transition Member or White River

Group. Individual sand beds within the Transition Member' occur most

frequently near the top of the section. These sand beds US"; lly can

not be traced over five miles in the subsurface.

Where favorable piezometric conditions exist, ground water is thought

to recharge the bedrock units in locations where they are directly over-

lain by the saturated sands and gravels of the Ogallala Formation. Such

an area where ground water apparently recharges the underlying bedrock

units was designated by.Reddell (1967).

In order to evaluate if ground water discharging into the bedrock

units within Reddell's negative recharge area can be diverted in a north-

northwest direction from the High Plains Basin, seven geologic cross-

sections were constructed through the study area. The cross-sections

were oriented in a manner so that four inter-sections occurred within

Reddell's negative recharge area.

Analysis of the geologic cross-sections indicated that due to a

higher hydraulic head and to the lateral permeability afforded by the

northward dipping channel deposits of the White River Group and Trans

ition ~1ember sands, ground water could be naturally diverted from the

High Plains Basin in a north-northwest direction (see figure 44).
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IX. SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

-I. Magnitude of groundwater flux through bedrock in three designated

groundwater basins in Colorado (as determined by digital computer

model studies):

A. Kiowa-Bijou Basin. Groundwater flows from the Fox Hills

Sandstone into the alluvium of the Kiowa~Bijou Basin at a rate

of approximately 19,000 acre-feet per year. This figure is

thought to have an accuracy of ± 15,000 acre-feet/year.

B. Black Squirrel Basin. Groundwater flows from the alluvium of

the Black Squirrel drainage into the underlying Fox Hills

Sandstone at a rate of approximately·5,350 acre-feet/year.

This figure is thought to have an accuracy of ± 1,600 acre

feet/year.

C. High Plains Basin. Groundwater flows from the Ogallala

Formation (surface aquifer) in the High Plains Basin into the

underlying sandstones of the White River Group and probably

into the sandstones of the Pierre Shale Transition Zone at

a rate of approximately 75,000 acre-feet per year. This

figure is considered to be conservative.

II. Principles and methods to apply for estimation of interbasin

groundwater flux:

A. The principles governing groundwater motion can be applied in

a qualitative sense to achieve a reconnaissance-level evaluation

of interbasin groundwater flux.

For example, groundwater flow potential is directly related

to the elevation of ground water levels in one basin relative
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to the elevation of ground water levels in one basin relative
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to the water levels in adjacent basins. If the lower boundary

(bedrock) of a basin contains some strata which are relatively

permeable compared to the rest of the bedrock, and if these

relatively permeable strata are exposed beneath saturated

alluvium at a different elevation in one basin than in the

adjacent basin, then interbasin groundwater flow can be

anticipated. The direction of the flow can be determined by a

simple comparison of water levels near the areas where

permeable bedrock strata outcrop in the adjacent basins.

B. A more detailed and reliable method for determining interbasin

transfer of groundwater is the application of a numerical

model which describes the flow of groundwater within a given

basin. The model described in this report is based on Darcy's

law and the mass continuity equation. llata required for the

model are hydraulic conductivity, storage coefficient, and

saturated thickness of the aquifer, plus water level elevations

and net groundwater withdrawal.

The model has been applied to the analysis of interbasin

groundwater flow by assuming that no leakage occurs at the base

of the alluvial aquifer. Where leakage does occur, the model

produces anomalous results in the form of erroneous water level

elevations. The magnitude of the anomalies can be used to

calculate the rate of the interbasin groundwater flux.

III. Data requirements for the analysis of interbasin groundwater flux:

A. Intrabasin studies: Analysis techniques such as the one

presented in lIB above require data on the geometry and physical

properties of the aquifer in a basin plus basic hydrologic
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information such as surface recharge/discharge data and water

level elevations.

The most critical data for the successful application of

an intrabasin model study are the water level elevations.

Errors in water level data produce errors of equal magnitude

in the results of the model analysis.

Errors in water level data are common for several reasons:

1. Many wells penetrate more than one aquifer. The water

level in such a well will reflect the composite effect

of the various hydraulic flow potentials. (The model

analysis, however, assumes a single unconfined aquifer

containing nearly vertical equipotential planes.)

2, Shallow wells may penetrate a perched groundwater body

and exhibit a water level which is unrelated to the

major alluvial gro~ndwater aquifer.

3. Topographic control may be inadequate. If elevation

at the well head is simply estimated from a topographic

map, an error of several feet or more will be likely.

The water level elevation at the site will consequently

include this error.

4. Water levels in some areas have large seasonal

fluctuations. For application in model studies, the

water level data should reflect flow conditions in the

aquifer at a point in time. Hence, water levels measured

at different points within the basin may be in error

relative to one another if the levels fluctuated during

the period-of measurements.
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B. Interhasin studies: Analysis techniques such as the one

described in section IIA above require data on regional

topographic, geologic, and hydrologic conditions.

The transfer of groundwater through the bedrock from one

basin to another is an effect which occurs only where hydraulic

and geologic conditions are balanced in such a way as to permit

the phenomenon to occur.

1. Geologic conditions: The geologic data required to

evaluate interbasin groundwater transfer with the

regional perspective are both stratigraphic and

structural in nature. The primary geologic conditions

which permit interbasin groundwater flux to occur are:

a. variable stratigraphy, e.g., alternating sand

stones and shales which result in anisotropy of

permeability within the bedrock.

b. lithologic continuity, i.e., the relatively

permeable bedrock strata must be continuous in

lateral extent from one basin to another. Fault

displacement or facies changes are the most

common causes of lithologic discontinuities.

c. structu!al configuration, i.e., the relatively

permeable and continuous bedrock strata ordinari

ly must be inclined· or folded in such a way as

to produce exposures of the formation in one or

more adjacent basins.

2. Topographic and hydrologic conditions: Regional

topography is significant in evaluation of interbasin
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groundwater flux in the fact that groundwater elevations

are normally directly related to land surface elevations.

Where adjacent groundwater basins are at substantially

different topographic elevations, the flux of groundwater

between the basins can be expected to occur from the

higher basin to the lower.

Regional water table configurations are the

principal hydrologic data to consider in assessing

interbasin groundwater flux. The condition necessary

for groundwater transfer is a difference in water level

e~evations between adjacent basins measured at the points

of expdsure of a connecting relatively permeable bed-

rock formation.
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